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Abstract
As Data conversion systems continue to improve in speed and resolution, in-
creasing demands are placed on the performance of high-speed Analog to Digital
Conversion systems. This work makes a survey about all these and proposes a suit-
able architecture in order to achieve the desired specifications of 100-200MS/s with
16-18 bit of resolution. The main architecture is based on paralleled structures in
order to achieve high sampling rate and at the same time high resolution. In order
to solve problems related to Time-interleaved architectures, an advanced random-
ization method was introduced. It combines randomization and spectral shaping
of mismatches. With a simple low-pass filter the method can, compared to con-
ventional randomization algorithms, improve the SFDR as well as the SINAD. The
main advantage of this technique over previous ones is that, because the algorithm
only need that ADCs are ordered basing on their time mismatches, the absolute
accuracy of the mismatch identification method does not matter and, therefore, the
requirements on the timing mismatch identification are very low. In addition to
that, this correction system uses very simple algorithms able to correct not only for
time but also for gain and offset mismatches.
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Nowadays the market of radio frequency communication devices is rapidly expand-
ing. analog to digital converters (ADC) represents one of the bottlenecks of the
performance of all these systems. ADCs in fact are key elements that are able to let
the digital or the ”brain” section able to communicate with the ”arms” or the radio
frequency analog signals of any telecommunication system. The aim of this the-
sis is present a method of utilising parallelised groups of lower performance ADCs
to achieve the required performance. While theoretically this is possible, practi-
cal issues in matching the performance of the individual ADCs results in severely
degraded performance. This thesis presents an analysis of these problems and pro-
poses a new method for minimising these mismatch effects and thus allowing the
theoretical performance to be full obtained.
1.2 Research goals
This research seeks to address issues of improvements of performance parameters
in parallelised analog to digital converter. The aim is to find a new architecture
able to achieve performances higher than previous ones possibly with less power
consumption and area occupation in order to decrease the price and improve the
reliability and the portability of the system. Key research contributions and results
1
1.3. Thesis organization 2
are summarized below:
• Investigated limitations of current ADC architectures with particular reference
to the bottleneck of these systems. The linearity limitations of input stages
have been analyzed as well as conversion law non-linearities.
• Presented a new architectural solution able to overcome and to solve state of
the art performance limitations.
• Investigated the state of the art of solutions for problems and limitations in
parallelized architectures.
• Proposed a new solution able to outperform previous ones. The new solution is
an advanced randomization method that combines randomization and spectral
shaping of mismatches. With a simple low-pass filter the method can improve
the SFDR as well as the SINAD.
• Analyzed the efficacy and the ease of implementation for this new method.
1.3 Thesis organization
Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs).
Current state of the art of ADCs and their related problems are described respec-
tively in section 2 and 3, while an introduction is made in section 1. Chapter 3
makes a comparison between state of the art techniques for distortion correction in
time-interleaved architectures. An introduction is provided in section 1 while state
of the art solutions are presented in section 2, 3 and 4. Section 2 describes spurs pre-
vention techniques, section 3 explains identification&correction ones while section 4
introduces the reader to mismatch shaping algorithms. In chapter 4 the proposed
technique for mismatch error correction is presented. Section 1 describes the system
focusing only on time mismatches. Subsections from 1 to 4 describe the main idea,
make the optimality mathematical proof of the system and describe obtained results.
Section 2 describes the system and extends the overall analysis made in previous
section also to gain and offset mismatches. Results are shown from different point
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of view and perspectives. Appendices show softwares mathematical analysis made
in order to be able to simulate the system and some theoretical extensions made.
Appendix A shows how to perform a simulation in order to test linearity parameters
of the input stage of ADCs while appendix B shows MATLAB R©code written in or-
der to simulate the proposed algorithm for mismatch compensation in parallelized
architectures. Appendix C makes some considerations in order to improve the T&H
section of ADCs.
Chapter 2
Introduction to A/D Converters
In this chapter background information are given about the work presented in fol-
lowing chapters
2.1 Functional description and main performance
parameters
Analog to digital converters (ADCs) are ubiquitous, critical components of software
radio and other signal processing systems. Every day, every person uses at least
one of these devices. Figure 2.1 just shows some applications of these key devices.
An analog to digital converter (ADC) is a device that converts real world (analog)
Figure 2.1: some applications of ADCs. (figure from [68])
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signals into digital codes used by electronic devices in order to do their specific tasks.
These devices represents the gate between the real (analog) world and the comput-
ing machines (digital) one. Furthermore these devices allows electronic systems to
communicate both to each others and to the real physical world. Considering that
both the real and the digital world allows an almost infinite precision at an almost
infinite speed, limitations of today electronic devices are given by ADCs.
Figure 2.2: function of an ADC. (figure from [69])
Conceptually, an ADC works as shown in 2.2. Analog signals have a continuous
range of values as do numbers on the real number line. An ADC takes a range of
the real number line and divides it into smaller subranges. The size of each of the
subranges is often referred to as the step size. These steps are usually uniform in
size, but not always. A companding ADC for codecs is one example of an ADC
having nonuniform step sizes. In this case the step sizes follow a logarithmic scale.
To each subrange or step a code is assigned. Then, during the conversion process
input samples are taken and mapped onto this real number line. The ADC then
decides which subrange corresponds to the sample and sends the appropriate digital
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code to the output. The key performance parameters of this conversion process are
resolution and speed. The higher the two parameters are, the more the ADC allows
the digital system to communicate in a better way with the real world.
Resolution
Resolution describes the fineness of the quantization performed by the ADC. A high
resolution ADC divides the input range into a larger number of subranges than a
low resolution converter. Resolution is usually defined as the base 2 logarithm of
the number of subranges the ADC input range is divided into. This quantity is
referred to as the number of bits resolved by the ADC. Another way to quantify
resolution is the LSB or least Significant Bit and it is equal to the full input range
of the ADC divided by the number of steps. Thus, for a fixed full scale input range
a high resolution ADC can resolve smaller signals than a low resolution ADC is able
to resolve.
Speed or Sampling rate
The sampling rate indicates the number times the input signal is sampled per second
and it is expressed as Sample per second (S/s).Because of the Shannon theorem [1],
the higher this value, the higher the device input bandwidth is allowing the system
to increase its transmission capabilities. Considering the complexity of ADCs, there
are several other terms used to characterize ADC performance.
Nonlinearity
Generally, the transfer characteristic of an ideal ADC progresses from low to high
in a series of uniform steps. As the resolution increases, the input-output charac-
teristic of the ADC better approximates a straight line. Due to this step nature,
nonlinearities are present even in an ideal ADC. The transfer characteristic of a
practical ADC contains steps which are not perfectly uniform, and this deviation
generally contributes to further nonlinearity. Two measures of nonlinearity are used
to characterize this deviation. Differential nonlinearity (DNL) measures how far
each of the step sizes deviates from the nominal value of the step size. Integral
nonlinearity (INL) is the difference between the actual transfer characteristic and
the straight line characteristic which the ADC is intended to approximate. DNL
and INL, illustrated in fig. 2.3 are generally expressed in terms of least significant
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bits (LSBs) of converter input, or the smallest step size.
Figure 2.3: example of a transfer characteristics of a 3-bit ADC. (figure from [69])
SNR(signal to noise ratio) and SINAD or SNDR (signal to noise and
distortion ratio)
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is the ratio of signal power to noise power in the
output of the ADC. One way to measure SNR is to plot the spectrum of the output
of the ADC. The SNR is calculated by measuring the difference between the signal
peak and the noise floor and including a factor to adjust for the number of samples
used to generate the spectrum as shown below.
SNR(dB) = signalpeak(dB)− noisefloor(dB)− 10logN (2.1)
The last term in the above equation may be understood as follows. To generate an
N point fast Fourier transform (FFT) of a signal, N samples of the signal are taken.
Sampling the signal N times increases the signal energy by a factor of and the noise
energy by a factor of N. Thus the ratio of signal power to noise power is increased
by a factor of N and the signal to noise ratio of the FFT is higher than the signal
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to noise ratio in one sample of the signal. The signal to noise ratio improvement in
dB is 10logN. Thus, the noise floor in the FFT becomes lower relative to the signal
as more samples are taken. This idea is illustrated in fig. 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Procedure for computing SNR from a N-point FFT. (figure from [2])
The SNR is an alternative way to define the resolution of the conversion system. It
is shown in [2] that
SNR(dB) = 6.02 ·Nbit+ 1.76 (2.2)
where Nbit is the resolution in bits.
The signal to noise plus distortion ratio measures the degradation due to the
combined effect of noise, quantization errors, and harmonic distortion. The SINAD
or SNDR of a system is usually measured for a sinusoidal input and is a function
of the frequency and amplitude of the input signal. When a sinusoidal signal of a
single frequency is applied to a system, the output of the system generally contains a
signal component at the input frequency. Due to distortion, the output also contains
signal components at harmonics of the input frequency. An ADC usually samples
an input signal at some finite rate. As a result, some of the harmonic distortion
products are aliased down to lower frequencies. Furthermore, the ADC adds noise
to the output, and this noise is generally present, to some degree, at all frequencies.
The SNDR of the ADC is defined as the ratio of the signal power in the fundamental
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to the sum of the power in all of the harmonics, all of the aliased harmonics, and
all of the noise. In a similar way to SNR, this is also an alternative way to define
the resolution of the conversion system. It is shown in [2] that
SINAD(dB) = 6.02 · ENOB + 1.76 (2.3)
where ENOB is the effective number of bits of resolution of the system. The no-
tation ’effective’ comes from the fact that this is a more realistic measure of the
resolution of a system cause all possible signal degradation factors are considered.
DR(dynamic range) and SFDR(spurious free dynamic range)
Dynamic range is a measure of the range of input signal amplitudes for which useful
output can be obtained from a system. Dynamic range can be defined in a number
of different ways. One way to define dynamic range for a system is as follows. Ap-
ply a sinusoidal input of a single frequency to the system and vary the amplitude.
Measure the maximum power obtainable from the system at the input frequency.
The dynamic range can be than defined as the ratio of the maximum power at the
fundamental frequency to the output power for a minimum detectable input signal.
The minimum detectable input signal power is the value of the signal power when
the signal to noise ratio is 0 dB. If the noise power is independent of the size of the
signal, the dynamic range is equal to the SNR at full scale. However, in some cases
the noise power increases as the signal level increases. In these cases, the maximum
SNR is less than the dynamic range. The spurious free dynamic range is the ratio of
the input signal level for maximum SNDR to the input signal level for 0dB SNDR.
This measure of dynamic range is useful because it indicates the amount of dynamic
range that can be obtained before distortion becomes dominant over noise. Fig. 2.5
indicates how to determine spurious free dynamic range from a plot of SNDR versus
input level.
Intermodulation distortion
Intermodulation distortion (IMD) is a common measure of the linearity for ampli-
fiers, gain blocks, mixers, and so, also for ADCs.
Two tone IMD is measured by applying two spectrally pure sine waves to the ADC
at frequencies f1 and f2, usually relatively close together. The amplitude of each
tone is set slightly more than 6 dB below full-scale so that the ADC does not clip
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Figure 2.5: procedure for computing SFDR from a SNDR graph. (figure from [69])
when the two tones add in-phase. The location of the second and third-order prod-
ucts are shown in figure 2.6. It’s important to notice that the second-order products
Figure 2.6: Intermodulation distortion. (figure from [2])
fall at frequencies which can be removed by digital filters. However, the third-order
products 2f2 f1 and 2f1 f2 are close to the original signals and are almost impossible
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to filter. The two-tone IMD usually refers to these ”close-in” third-order products.
Their value is specified in dBc relative to the value of either of the two original tones.
The more the ADC is nonlinear and the more these intermodulation products are
relevant.
This measure of non-linearity is very useful in multi-channel communications sys-
tems where the channel separation is constant across the frequency band. Third-
order IMD products in fact can mask out small signals in the presence of larger ones.
Input signal swing
Input signal swing indicates the allowable range of values for the input. The input
signal swing indicates the maximum and minimum values that the input signal may
have without driving the ADC out of range or resulting in an unacceptable level of
distortion.
2.2 Current state of the art of ADCs
Figure 2.7 shows the functional block diagram of a generalized conversion process.
The overall conversion process is here divided into two part: the sampling section
Figure 2.7: generalized A/D conversion process.
and the quantization section. The first one is important and necessary to keep
the data fixed and stable during the conversion process. The necessity of such a
circuit is easy to see if one considers what would happen if it was not present.
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If the input value was permitted to change during this comparison process, the
resulting conversion would be inaccurate, and possibly completely unrelated to the
true input value. This circuit is used to convert a time-continuous signal into a
discrete-time signal at a pre-defined sampling rate. Thus, the voltage comparison
and, consequently, the data conversion can be performed on the sampling cycle. The
precision of the whole conversion process depends directly on the sample-and-hold
precision. The second section ’quantization’ just converts the sampled analog input
signal into a digital one. Critical limitations due to this section are the linearity
of the conversion process that may induce distortion on the sampled signal. Many
linearity problems in this section are architecture dependent and solutions normally
require architectural modifications. Other errors like gain and offset can be corrected
through either analog or digital calibration techniques. These kinds of problems
are particularly critical in parallel architectures. Both sections are going to be
analyzed in next section and a proposed solution in relation to the sampling section
is presented in Appendix C. Problems related to the quantization section are going
to be described as well and a new solution is presented in chapter 4.
2.2.1 Sampling section
Figure 2.8: functional block diagram of a S/H circuit (figure from [75]).
The operation cycle of the sample-and-hold circuit (shown in figure 2.8) is divided
into two distinct phases; these are clearly indicated by their names: the sampling
phase and the holding phase. In the sampling phase, the analog signal is sampled,
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where the sample-and-hold circuit works as a buffer. In the holding phase, the
sampled signal is kept fixed until the next sampling phase, where the sample-and-
hold circuit allows the voltage comparison of the signal. At this point, the time-
continuous signal has been converted to a discrete time one. The sample and the
hold phase are performed by a circuit that can functionally be divided into two main
sections. These 2 sections are marked with ’A’ and ’B’ in the preceding scheme.
Section ’A’ has the function to sample the input signal and to hold it and it is
composed by a switch and a capacitor; the switch samples the input signal while
the capacitor memorizes the sampled value of it. Section ’B’ has the function to
buffer the sampled signal and make it available without any degradation of it caused
by non-idealities of following stages. Usually the main element of this block is an
operational amplifier that employs feedback to buffer the input signal present on
the capacitor.
Analysis of the ideal case
All these building blocks in real implementations have many idealities that will be
discussed later. Furthermore, even if all these blocks were ideal, the conversion
process would still be affected by errors. This problem is due to the fact that the
thermal noise present in the input signal generates fluctuations with zero mean
around the correct value and when the switch samples the input signal, it doesn’t
only samples the wanted signal but the sum of it with the thermal noise. To analyze
quantitatively the effects of this noise on sampled signal, the following schematic
2.9 is reported [5]. where Rs is the resistance of the sampling switch, Vin the input
Figure 2.9: S/H circuit in sampling mode. (figure from [5])
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signal and Ch the holding capacitor. The total noise power on the capacitor after
sampling is given by equation 2.4.
Pn =
kBT (1− e− 2δtτ )
Ch
(2.4)
where τ = RsCh and δt=sampling duration.According to the preceding equation,
the accurate resulting thermal noise on the capacitor is as shown in figure 2.10. This
Figure 2.10: output thermal noise against δt/τ (figure from [5]).
shows that the noise for δt/τ À 1 is approximately equal to KT/Ch, so it is present
also for switch resistance equal to 0 (ideal switch). To prevent this problem, the
only thing we can do is to proper size the value of Ch to make the power of this error
compatible with resolution requirements of the overall converter. Another way to
reduce the noise power is to make δt¿ τ , but this solution is not a good one since
we introduce a distortion in the sampled signal because the switch time constant τ
is larger than the sampling duration one.
Analysis of section A: Sampling Process
MOSFET Transistors as switches
In CMOS technology devices like NMOS or PMOS are naturally acting as switches
when the control voltage between the gate and the source is higher than Vt. The
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more this voltage is high and the better performance can be achieved. Figure 2.11
shows the implementation of a switch with and NMOS device. The main problems
Figure 2.11: (a)simple sampling switch; (b)implementation of the switch by a MOS
device. (figure from [75])
of CMOS devices utilized as a switch is that they are good one when the control
voltage ck is much more than the drain-source voltage. The main problems are
related to the fact that: if Vds > Vgs−V t the MOS is in saturation, while if it is not,
the MOS is in the linear region. The problem with this is that there are two different
equation governing the current flowing through the device with a tremendous impact
on the linearity of it. Another more tragic problem is when we want to charge the
capacitor to the same voltage Vdd as the control Ck has. The device when the voltage
on the capacitor reaches the value of Vdd − Vt turns off and Vout is not able to grow
any more. PMOS devices have the same problems in order not to charge, but to
discharge a capacitor. Figure 2.12 plots the on-resistance of these devices acting as
switches. From the preceding figure can be noted the strong variation of the input
resistance in these devices. If the system had no speed requirements, this would not
be a problem, but since the signal has got a bandwidth that extends from the dc
value to a frequency fmax, changing the resistance value of the switch will change
the transfer function of the sampling system in a way depending on the value of the
input signal. If this problem is not solved, it will cause a distortion on the sampled
signal. Figure 2.13 shows the sampling system and its transfer function. The best
technique to avoid distortion is to keep Rsw constant. For this reason, the value of
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Figure 2.12: on resistance of (a)NMOS and (b)PMOS devices as a function of the
input voltage. (figure from [75])
Figure 2.13: input bandwidth of a simple MOS S/H circuit. (figure from [74])
C is normally determined by thermal noise requirements. In order to enhance the
signal bandwidth, the switch resistance is usually kept as low as possible. Another
mechanism that affects sampling linearity is charge injection error. When a MOS
transistor is used as a switch as shown in fig. 2.14, there is a finite amount of charge
in the conducting channel, whose magnitude is approximately Cox(Vgs−Vth). When
input signal is sampled on a capacitor by turning off the transistor, this charge is
pushed out from the channel to either direction, and part of it is dumped on CS
causing an error voltage of ∆Q/CS. The magnitude of ∆Q is a complex function
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Figure 2.14: charge in the conducting channel of a MOS device. (figure from [74])
of the falling time of the sampling clock edge and impedance level at drain/source,
and in the fast switching-off conditions, the transistor conduction disappears quickly
and ∆Q approaches 50% of Cox(Vgs − Vth) [6]. This charge injection error can
produce a large error in the S/H circuit because the magnitude of the error voltage
is signal dependent (∆Q is proportional to Cox(Vg − Vin − Vth)). If the input signal
is close to Vg, then less charge is in the conducting channel and less error voltage
is observed. However, when Vin is much less than Vg, the amount of charge in the
channel increases and so the error voltage. How does the charge injection affect the
precision? Assuming all of the charge (worst case) is deposited on the capacitor, we
express the sampled output voltage as:





(V dd− V th) (2.5)
suggesting that the output deviates from the ideal value through two effects: a non-
unity gain equal to 1 +WLCox/Ch and a constant offset voltage −WLCox(Vdd −
V t)/Ch. In other words, since we have assumed channel charge is a linear function
of the input voltage, the circuit exhibits only gain error and dc offset. In the this
discussion, it was assumed that Vth is constant. However, for NMOS switches (in
an n-well technology), body effect must be taken into account. Since
V th = V th0 + γ(
√
2φb + Vbs− 2φb) (2.6)
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if Vbs = −Vin, we have:







2φb + Vbs− WLCox
Ch




It follows that the nonlinear dependence of V th upon Vin introduces nonlinearity
in the input/output characteristic. In summary, charge injection contributes three
types of errors in MOS sampling circuits: gain error, dc offsets and nonlinearity. In
many applications, the first two can be tolerated or corrected whereas the last can-
not. It is instructive to consider the speed-precision trade-off resulting from charge
injection. Representing the speed by a simple time constant τ and the precision by
the error δV due to charge injection, we define a figure of merit as F = (τ · δV )−1,
where
τ = RonCh =
LCh










Thus, to first order, the trade-off is independent of the switch width and the sam-
pling capacitor but depends only by technological parameters. Even if many archi-
tectural techniques discussed later consent to overcome this technological bound, it
is still true that the more one technology is advanced, the better performance can
be achieved. In addition to the channel charge injection, a MOS switch couples
the clock transitions to the sampling capacitor through its gate-drain or gate-source
overlap capacitance. Depicted in fig. 2.15, the effect introduces an error in the






where Cov is the overlap capacitance per unit width. The error δV is independent
of the input level, manifesting itself as a constant offset in the input/output char-
acteristics. Despite of charge injection and clock feed-through this doesn’t lead to
a trade-off between speed and precision since this is a constant offset that can be
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Figure 2.15: clock feed-through in a sampling circuit. (figure from [75])
avoided simply with a differential architecture.
Solutions to encountered problems
The following architecture [7] is the most used solution to previous problems. The
main idea is that, if we keep constant the voltage between the gate and the source
of a MOS device, it is possible to eliminate all sources of distortion or non-idealities
discussed before. This way the on-resistance is perfectly constant and the charge
injected is independent on the input signal leaving no distortion at all on the sam-
pled signal.Figure 2.16 shows the conceptual output waveforms of the bootstrap
circuit. As the variations in on-resistance due to the body effect, are not eliminated,
the following architecture presented in [8] has been proposed. An improvement of
these techniques is called bottom-plate sampling [7]. This serves to partially elimi-
nate some of the residual errors in all the preceding techniques; fig. 2.17 shows the
functional diagram related to this system.
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Figure 2.16: conceptual bootstrap circuit output in order to modulate Vg. (figure
from [7])
Figure 2.17: bottom plate technique. (figure from [7])
Analysis of section B: Holding Stage
The main function of this section is to buffer the sampled signal allowing later
stages to receive a copy of it without affecting sampling resolution or speed. The
best way to buffer a signal with a reduced introduction of errors is to create a copy
of it using an operational amplifier closed in a feedback loop. This way lots of errors
introduced by circuit non-idealities are divided by the op-amp gain. Offset errors are
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still present but they are fixed errors that can be compensated during the calibration
phase of the converter. Lots of architectures have been proposed during past years.
Common features present in all are:
- The use of a differential architecture in order to avoid even-order harmonic
distortion in the output spectrum of the sampled signal.
- The use of a negative feedback in order to reduce errors introduced by non-
idealities in the closed loop system.
- Changes in feedback configuration between the sampling and the holding phase
are performed basing on consideration made in section ’A’ in order to minimize
charge injection and other effects that may allow distortion in the buffered
signal.
- Loop connections are made to obtain a feedback factor as close to 1 as possible
in order to reduce GBW requirement and so power consumed by the Op-Amp.
In the next paragraph proposed architectures will be analyzed and discussed. Many
other types have been proposed but most of them are derivations of these funda-
mental ones.The following section is going to analyze main techniques in order to
acquire the signal stored into the sampling capacitor. After that different types of
buffering architectures will be discussed
Type of data acquisition: Direct Vs Indirect systems.
Direct systems acquire the data stored in the capacitor by simply disconnecting the
capacitor from the input and connecting it in a feedback loop with an operational
amplifier. This way the current needed to bias the following stages is supplied by the
opamp and the charge contained into the hold capacitance is not modified during
hold phase. Figure 2.18 gives an example of how this class of converters works. The
precision of this architecture is related to the inverse of the opamp voltage gain,
while the ideal feed-back factor of this architecture is 1. A possible implementation
of this architecture is called the flip-around T&H and it is presented in [7]. However
because of some parasitic capacitance M1 does inject charge onto CH. This coupling,
as can be seen from fig. 2.19 undermines the overall system. However, even if this
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Figure 2.18: direct acquisition system. (figure from [76])
Figure 2.19: parasitic effect of system in fig.??. (figure from [78])
is true, an interesting observation should be noted: even if M1 injects some charge
onto CH, the total charge at node X cannot change cause of Kirchhoff’s 2nd law. It
states that the sum of the currents entering any node (i.e., any junction of wires)
equals the sum of the currents leaving that node. This concept is shown in figure
2.20. The main idea to improve this system resolution is to Process the total charge
at node X instead of looking at voltage across CH like in the previous case. This
is the base concept of Indirect data acquisition systems. A possible implementation
of this architecture is called the charge-redistribution T&H and is described in [9].
To compare these architectures is quite difficult as on one hand the direct acqui-
sition architecture has noise and power advantages compared to the indirect one,
but, on the other hand it has less resolution performance than the other one due
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Figure 2.20: charge change at node X. (figure from [78])
to bottom-plate MOS parasitic coupling. Further analysis related to a particular
circuital implementation of these techniques may define in a better way which one
is more suitable to achieve our target, but this is beyond the purpose of this thesis.
2.2.2 Quantization section
This section is going to describe the system responsible for quantizing the sampled
signal. Basing on previously described considerations, many ADC architecture and
integrated circuit technologies have been proposed and implemented to date. Each
architecture has advantages and disadvantages, and each has a set of applications for
which is the best solution. Fig. 2.21 gives a visual representation of the state of the
art of these devices, grouping them basing on their functional architecture. The next
subsections will present in detail the advantages, disadvantages and improvements
of these architectures.
Flash ADC
The flash architecture is capable of the fastest conversion rate and constitutes the
basis of many of the other architectures. The functional block diagram and the
operation of the converter are shown respectively in fig. 2.22 and fig. 2.23. The input
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Figure 2.21: state of the Art of ADCs.
signal is sampled and compared using comparators. The output of the comparators
is processed by an encoder to provide a binary output. The two primary drawbacks
to the flash ADC are the large hardware requirement and so high power dissipation
and sensitivity to comparator offset. The required comparator offset voltage for a
flash ADC with N bit resolution is less then 2−N . At high resolution, this required
comparator offset becomes very small and requires a large number of comparators,
therefore ADCs with resolution higher than 10 bits rarely use flash architecture.
A further limitation of this architecture include differential phase errors from clock
skew, very large circuit area and significant charge blowback.
Pipelined ADC
This architecture is composed by multiple-stage flash converters. This architecture,
in fact is composed by many stages. Each stage is a little flash converter with few bits
of resolution and they are all connected each others like in fig. 2.24, thus the name
’pipelined’. In these multiple stage devices, each stage includes an input sample-and-
hold circuit that allows the various stages to work with different input values. In this
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Figure 2.22: flash ADC architecture. (figure from [69])
Figure 2.23: flash ADC operation. (figure from [71])
way it is possible to trade circuit complexity with resolution, separating throughput
rate from conversion time. Fig. 2.25 shows the pipeline stage architecture. Although
the throughput rate is independent of the number of stages in the pipeline, the
conversion time for any given sample is proportional to the number of stages in the
pipeline. This is true as the signal must work its way through all of the stages before
the complete output word is generated. This delay can be an issue if the pipelined
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Figure 2.24: pipeline ADC architecture. (figure from [69])
Figure 2.25: pipeline ADC stage architecture (figure from [69]).
ADC is part of a feedback system. Looking at figure 2.25, it can be noted that an
amplifier is placed after the flash converter. This gain element is used to amplify
the residue(conversion error) before passing it on to the next stage. By doing this,
the resolution requirements for the following stages are relaxed. One significant
implication of this is that the comparators in the later stages of the pipeline need
not be accurate to the full ADC resolution. The disadvantage of adding the gain
blocks is that they tend to be the dominant source of power dissipation in the ADC.
Due to their tolerance to comparator offsets and the ability of the pipeline stages to
operate in parallel, pipelined ADCs are well suited for high resolution applications
where high speed is required. Despite of Flash converter architectures, pipelined
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ones can achieve a resolution up to 16-bit at a considerable high frequency (around
100Ms/s). In addition to that, this architecture is also able to partially cover the
frequency range of flash converters at a cost of a reduced resolution. Some pipelined
ADCs (such as the MAX104) are in fact are able to achieve sampling rates of 1GHz.
The resolution of pipelined flash converters is mainly limited by differential linearity
errors caused when the first error signal is handed off to the second stage of the
pipeline, and by clock jitter.
Successive approximation ADC architecture.
This kind of converter was invented to trade area occupation and speed with reso-
lution. This architecture performs the same operation of a pipeline converter, just
not in space(pipeline architecture) but in time. A successive approximation ADC,
also known as a binary search ADC, is a special type of converter that uses a DAC
to produce an analog signal that approximates the input sample. By adjusting the
DAC until the DAC output matches the input sample, a digital code representing
the analog input can be generated. Fig. 2.26 shows the way the DAC signal ap-
proximates the input signal and fig. 2.27 shows the operation of the converter.
Successive approximation ADC consists of only one stage containing a sample and
hold, a flash ADC, a DAC, and a logic that controls the DAC. An example of a
successive approximation ADC is shown in the block diagram in fig. 2.28. In the
example shown, the ADC consists of a single comparator. The operation of the
successive approximation ADC is as follows. The control logic is initialized, and
this initializes the output of the DAC. A sample of the input signal is taken by the
sample and hold circuit, and the initial DAC output is subtracted from the input
sample. The difference is quantized by the comparator which instructs the control
logic to either increase or decrease the DAC output. The new DAC output is again
subtracted from the input sample, and the process repeats until the desired accuracy
is obtained. This single comparator successive approximation ADC resolves one bit
per cycle. With a good feedback DAC, such converters are capable of more than
16-bit resolution, but at least one clock cycle is required for each bit of resolution.
Furthermore, an input sample-and-hold circuit is required to preserve the input am-
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Figure 2.26: successive approximation ADC algorithm (figure from [71]).
Figure 2.27: successive approximation ADC operation. (figure from [71])
plitude during the time required for the conversion. Droop in the sample-and-hold
over the time required for the conversion leads to differential linearity inaccuracies
in the converter unless redundant successive approximation steps near the end of
the conversion are provided. Another drawback comes from the amplifier: in order
to provide high accuracy in these converters, the gain of the amplifier has to be
increased on progressive steps. The settling time of the amplifier on high-gain steps
is longer and slows the converter.
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Figure 2.28: successive approximation ADC architecture (figure from [69]).
Sigma-Delta ADC
Figure 2.29 shows the functional block diagram of the converter. Sigma-delta con-
Figure 2.29: sigma-delta ADC architecture. (figure from [69])
verters belongs to the family of oversampling converters. This kind of architecture
was invented to trade just sampling speed with resolution. As quantization noise
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spreads over the overall allowable input bandwidth, oversampling the input signal
just spreads the noise power over a wider band and so lowers the noise floor. If
the resulting spectrum is cut with an appropriate low-pass filter, the in-band noise
power is reduced improving the SNR. The principle just described is the one of
oversampling converters. Sigma-delta converters are an improvement of the over-
sampling ones. The main difference is that they use information theory to modulate
the input signal in order to push the most of quantization noise outside the signal
bandwidth. Fig. 2.30 shows how the quantization noise is modulated by different
ADCs architectures while fig. 2.31 shows how the input signal is modulated by the
system before being filtered by the low-pass filter. Figure 2.30 compares per-
Figure 2.30: comparison of noise shaping performances of various ADCs. (figure
from [72])
formances of the oversampling and Nyquist architecture with that of a sigma-delta
converter. As can be inferred, sigma-delta modulation technique achieves the best
performance. It can be shown [3] that, compared to Nyquist converters, oversam-
pling technique approximately reduces the in-band rms noise by the square root of
oversampling ratio (OSR). This ratio is the ratio between the sampling frequency to
the Nyquist frequency. Therefore each doubling of the sampling frequency decreases
the in-band noise by 3 dB, increasing the resolution by only half a bit. First order
sigma-delta modulators exhibit a noise shaping characteristic that allow the in-band
noise power to be reduced by 9 dB each doubling of the OSR providing 1.5 bit of
extra resolution. The way to increase the resolution of the sigma-delta modulator
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Figure 2.31: input and unfiltered output of a Sigma-Delta modulator. (figure from
[72])
without oversampling too much the input signal, is to use a loop filter that performs
more aggressive noise shaping functions. Figure 2.32 shows the performance of this
kind of systems. Looking at the Figure 2.32, it can be inferred that the higher the
Figure 2.32: performance of higher order noise shaping loops. (figure from [73])
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loop order is and the better performances can be achieved. Another advantage of
this architecture is its robustness to circuit imperfections. All these non-idealities
result in noise and are spread over the overall sampling bandwidth and thus are
greatly reduced by the filter. In addition to that, if the coarse quantization is made
using a 1-bit converter, linearity is guaranteed [3]. One drawback of the sigma-delta
converter is that it requires a very high over-sampling ratio (ratio of sampling rate to
Nyquist sampling rate) in order to achieve high resolution. Other drawbacks relate
to the order of the converter loop. It is well known, for example, that the order of
the signal processing feedback loop may be increased to increase the input signal
bandwidth for the same converter resolution. The number of integrating amplifiers
provided must be increased, however, in proportion to the order of the required loop
filter. There is a well known issue of instability in sigma-delta converters as the order
increases, though there are known stable high-order structures. Other well-known
limitations of the sigma-delta converter include spurious tones and an output noise
spectral density that increases with frequency at a rate that is proportional to the
order of the converter loop. To increase the sigma-delta ADC sampling frequency
for high-resolution telecommunications applications, designers have replaced the sin-
gle comparator in the sigma-delta converter with a multi-bit flash converter at the
output of the integrating amplifier chain in order to obtain more bits per conversion
step. Presently the highest resolution ADCs use oversampling because of the fact
that this architecture is able to trade sampling speed with resolution, while being
robust to circuit imperfections.
2.3 Improving the state of the art
2.3.1 Main Limitations of ”traditional” architectures
Looking at figure 2.21 it can be noted that all architectural topologies, other than
Flash, trade sampling speed with resolution. Each ADC family in fact increases
performance in terms of conversion accuracy but it looses in speed. For a better
understanding of these limitations, figure 2.33 is provided. Aside from quantization
noise, three mechanisms limit achieved SNR: input-referred circuit noise (equivalent
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Figure 2.33: current state of the art of ADCs. (figure from [4])
thermal noise), aperture uncertainty, and comparator ambiguity. The first one (ther-
mal noise, Johnson noise, or Nyquist noise) is the noise generated by the thermal
agitation of the charge carriers (the electrons) inside an electrical conductor in equi-
librium, which happens regardless of any applied voltage. The second one (aperture
uncertainty) is the sample-to- sample variation in the sampling process. Aperture
uncertainty has two residual effects: the first is an increase in system noise, the sec-
ond is an uncertainty in the actual phase of the sampled signal itself. The last one
(comparator ambiguity) is when the output of a comparator is not able to generate
any logical value (0 or 1). This effect is due to the finite speed with which transistors
in the comparator are able to respond to a small voltage difference. The equations
that calculate the associated maximum achievable resolutions, in SNR-bits, are given
in Appendix II of [4]. The ultimate limit to the ADC resolution-sampling rate prod-
uct may be estimated using the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. The analysis is
summarized in [4]. For these reasons, if we consider a fast ADC system, comparator
ambiguity is the main limitation. Thermal noise and aperture jitter instead, are
the main problems of high resolution systems. All ADCs can therefore be grouped
into two main class where: to the first one (A) belongs all those converters suitable
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for high frequency but low resolution, and to the other group (B) belongs all low
frequency, high resolution converters. Figure 2.34 shows graphically the previous
statement while the circle (T) represent our target.
Figure 2.34: current state of the art of ADCs.
The target region (T) has been chosen to be approximately from 100 to 200
MSPS and from 16 to 18 bits of resolution. The reason of this choice is because,
as it can be noted from figure 2.34, there is a gap between converters belonging to
the groups A and B. The purpose of this work is in fact to investigate a way to
find the missing bridge between these two types of classes of ADC architectures. In
this thesis we try to do it by studying and improving the state of the art of parallel
architectures.
2.3.2 Advanced ADC architectures
For high-speed, high-resolution systems (area marked by T), this is quite difficult
to achieve with ”standard” single pass architectures so in recent years, parallel
architectures which use multiple ADC’s in parallel have been proposed and analyzed.
From a conceptual point of view they all can be grouped into two groups: averaging
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and time-interleaving. Signal averaging is used to increase resolution without loss of
speed and time interleaving, or to increase sampling rates without loss of resolution.
Both of these are going to be analyzed in the next paragraphs.
Averaging architecture
The main idea of this configuration is that signals add directly, while noise from
the individual ADCs (assumed to be uncorrelated) sum as the root sum square, so
summing improves the overall SNR. Summing the outputs of four ADCs improves
the SNR by 6 dB, or 1 LSB. Table 2.1 shows the increased SNR that results from
summing the outputs of multiple ADCs. Figure 2.35 shows a possible architectural
implementation of this configuration employing 4 ADCs.
Table 2.1: increase in SNR vs. Number of ADCs. (table from [2])
Figure 2.35: averaging technique using four ADCs in parallel. (figure from [2])
Time-interleaving architecture
Time interleaving of M ADCs allows the sample rate to be increased by the factor,
M. By properly phasing each ADC’s clock signal, the maximum sample rate of any
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standard integrated circuit ADC type can be multiplied by the number of ADCs
in the system. The proper clock phase required for the ADC number m can be





Figure 2.36 shows a possible architectural implementation of this configuration em-
ploying 4 ADCs. By filtering the output signal bandwidth of such architecture, it is
Figure 2.36: time interleaving technique using four ADCs in parallel. (figure from
[2])
possible to achieve a resolution improvement. The thermal and quantization noise
are spread over the overall output signal bandwidth and reducing bandwidth re-
moves noise as well. Looking at the averaging technique in the frequency domain, it
is possible to notice that the resolution is improved in exactly the same way. Aver-
aging in the time domain is equivalent to low-pass filtering in the frequency domain
with a sinc function.
Comparing the two configurations, they offer the same performance n area occu-
pation, speed and resolution. However from another perspective, time-interleaving
is the more challenging. Given technology related issues, speed improvements are
much easier to obtain than improvements in resolution. Over the years, many tech-
niques have been developed and formalized in order to trade the enhanced transistor
speed with resolution. In this thesis time-interleaved architectures are going to be
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discussed and analyzed in detail. A proposed algorithm is also presented in order
to solve some unsolved problems relate to this kind of conversion architecture.
Spurs generation in time-interleaving architectures
The main problem related with architectures employing time interleaving is that
if there are mismatches between converters in terms of gain, offset or deterministic
sampling time uncertainty, distortion harmonics are generated and the overall SFDR
and SNR are greatly worsened. This section is going to quantitatively analyze
problems connected with these kind of systems.
A time-interleaved ADC consists of a number of channel ADCs, which have the
same sampling rate but different sampling phases, as if they were a single con-
verter operating at an times higher sampling rate [41], [42]. The time-interleaved
architecture is illustrated in fig. 2.37, where each channel ADC operates with a
sampling frequency of fs/M. Each time a sample is taken, a digital output is pro-
duced. Hence, each channel ADC has a sampling period of MTs, whereas the overall
time-interleaved system has a sampling period of Ts. Unfortunately, it is a draw-
back of time-interleaved ADCs that any mismatch between the channel ADCs causes
spurious components in the spectrum, degrading the signal-to-noise-and-distortion
ratio (SINAD) [43]. Three types of mismatches result in the main degradation of
the SINAD: gain, offset, and timing mismatches. Fig. 2.38 shows how all these
non-idealities can be modelled. In this model the deviation from the ideal sampling
period (i.e., the timing mismatch) is modelled as a time shift of the input signal,
which simplifies further calculations. Additionally, each channel ADC has a gain




(glx(t−∆tl) + ol) · δ(t− kMTs− lT s) (2.3.2)
Apart from global offset and gain errors, no mismatch errors would occur if these
parameters were identical for all channel ADCs in the system. However, if they
differ, spurious tones appear in the spectrum as shown in fig. 2.39, where a sinusoidal
input signal has been coherently sampled. For this time-interleaved ADC model,
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Figure 2.37: time interleaved ADC Architecture with M channels. (figure from [44])
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Figure 2.38: mathematical model of a channel ADC. (figure from [44])
Figure 2.39: example of a spectrum of a Time Interleaved ADC with gain, time and
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The symbol * in 2.3.3 marks complex conjugation, Ω0 is the input signal frequency
and Ωs is the sampling frequency of the overall architecture. The Fourier transform
shows that some additional spurious peaks are centered at ±Ω0+pΩs/M in the case
of gain and timing mismatches, whereas others are centered at kΩs/M in the case
of offset mismatches. Where M is the number of ADCs and p is an index varying
from 1 to M. If these spurs occur, the SFDR is greatly worsened, while the overall
SINAD is given by the equation reported in [44]. Figure 2.40 shows it graphically
for Gaussian distributed mismatches errors. Some important consideration can be
Figure 2.40: SINAD for gaussian distributed gain, offset and timing mismatch errors.
a)SINAD for fixed offset standard deviation=0.5% b)Isolines of fig. a). [44]
made in order to design a system able to avoid this negative effect. Assuming that
in order to improve the SINAD, it could either be possible to develop some method
to reduce the gain mismatch (case 1) or the timing mismatch (case 2). It can be
noted from fig. 2.40b that for the first case, there’s only a slightly improvement of
the expected SINAD no matter how sophisticated our gain mismatch compensation
method is. The reason is that usually a little timing mismatch may undermine the
performance of the time-interleaved ADC. This result come from a complex analysis
carried on in [44]. The analysis takes into account many effects and models them
using complex functions that take into account both deterministic and statistical
variations of mismatch parameters.
Concluding, basing on previously described considerations, to improve the ex-
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pected SINAD a timing mismatch compensation method must be found.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter an overview about ADCs has been given. Main performance parame-
ter are described in section 1. Section 2 makes a functional description about ADCs
and describes main issues, limitations and key points about these kind of devices.
State of the art solutions and techniques to overcome main problems have been de-
scribed. Concluding the main point of this chapter is to point out some promising
architectural solutions that can be used as starting point to develop a new system
able to improve the current state of the art. The outcome of this investigation is
that time interleaving architectures offer the best opportunity to achieve the desired
goal. A number of unsolved problems have been raised . The next chapter is going
to describe state of the art solutions for these issues while a new solution is presented
in chapter 4 that addresses timing mismatch issues.
Chapter 3
Comparison of correction
techniques for distortion in
time-interleaved systems
3.1 Introduction
The easiest and most natural solution to the problem analyzed before is an off-line
fixed calibration of the time interleaved ADC. This kind of calibration is made while
the system is not working. The problem with this is that even if this technique can
be performed in an optimal way, it is effective only in the determined condition in
which the system is calibrated. Variables like room temperature, power dissipation
and chip temperature affects converter gain, offset and deterministic sampling time
uncertainty. In high speed, high resolution systems, the amount of power dissipa-
tion and resolution required are both high. Due to this reason, even if the system
is perfectly calibrated in a certain condition, even a little increase of the chip tem-
perature can undermine the overall calibration. The way to calibrate these systems
is to operate a calibration uninterruptedly while the system is running. This type
of calibration is called online or dynamic calibration. In recent years various online
techniques have been proposed to correct or avoid these errors. All these techniques
can be classified into three main types. To the first group belongs all systems that
aims to prevent the formation of distortion harmonics in the output signal. To the
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second group belongs all systems that avoid distortion by a former identification of
spurs and than applying a correction. The third group contains all systems that
shape distortion harmonic noise power in order to improve SFDR and SNR. Fig.3.1
shows a graphical representation of the previous classification. The next sections of
this chapter are going to analyze in detail all systems belonging to each group in
order to find advantages and disadvantages of the respective techniques. In the next
pages main correction techniques are going to be presented and discussed.
Figure 3.1: Mismatches induced distortion harmonics elimination techniques classi-
fication.
3.2 Prevention: Advanced Filter Banks
3.2.1 Main principle
This techniques avoid distortion harmonics preventing the formation of them. The
latest and most successful technique in this area is called Advanced Filter Bank
(AFB) and was first presented by S.R.Velazquez in his Ph.D. thesis [45]. The AFB
architecture is illustrated in fig. 3.2. The AFB employs decomposition splitters,
Dk, to divide the wideband analog input signal into M channel signals. By using
time-skewed channel clock signals for time-division multiplexing, the decomposition
splitter can simply be implemented as a high frequency splitter network. The channel
signals are sampled at 1/M the effective sample rate of the system and converted to
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Figure 3.2: Advanced Filter Bank technique. (figure from [45])
digital signals with n-bit ADCs. The digitized channel signals are upsampled by M
and reconstructed via digital recombination filters, Rk(z). The recombination filters
directly target the alias imaging errors caused by mismatches between converters in
the array to insure that they do not limit the resolution of the system. The effective
sample rate of the system is M times that of the channel ADCs in the array, and
the resolution is n bits, the same as that of the channel ADCs in the array.
The AFB approach can be seen as a generalization of the T.I. architecture. Fig-
ures 3.3 and 3.4 compare block diagrams of both techniques. Comparing figures
3.3 and 3.4, it can be noted that T.I. is a special case of AFB with filters chosen to
be appropriate delays as shown in fig. 3.4. However, since this architecture doesn’t
mix high-frequency bands down to baseband, the AFB (like the Time-Interleaved
system) does not have to overcome the need for high-speed, high-precision sam-
pling circuitry. Recently manufacturers such as Maxim, Analog Devices and Na-
tional Semiconductors have introduced off-the-shelf converters whose sampling ana-
log bandwidth exceeds the converter’s Nyquist bandwidth by a factor from five to
ten, eliminating the need to implement additional sampling circuitry for use in the
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Figure 3.3: M-channel AFB technique. (figure from [45])
Figure 3.4: M-channel time interleaving technique. (figure from [45])
AFB or Time-Interleaving systems.
3.2.2 Comparison between AFB and a simple time-interleaving
system
An accurate mathematical analysis of previous models is made in [45]. A brief
summary of these results is presented below.
Gain and phase mismatches introduces in both systems aliasing error signals
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which degrade the resolution of the system. The AFB attenuates the aliasing error
signals much more than the TI system cause spurs falls into the stop-band of the
filter and so they are greatly attenuated. The aliasing error is maximum in the AFB
in correspondence of the filter transition frequencies where the filter attenuation
is only -3 [dB]. As the T.I. system doesn’t isolate the converters from each other,
aliasing errors statistically average and decrease as the number of converters in the
array, M, increases. However, this decrease is only a modest 3 dB per doubling of M.
This averaging effect is not seen in the AFB since the filters isolate the converters
from each others, so the maximum aliasing error in the AFB is actually greater than
that of the TI case. AFB filters should have the smallest transition bandwidth as
possible in order to reduce this Achille’s heel of the system.
Another difference between the two systems is that filters can be used to compen-
sate for gain mismatches as they need to be matched only at the transition bands;
in TI calibration must be performed on the overall bandwidth.
DC offset errors introduce an error signal which has constant frequency. As the
TI system doesn’t isolate the converters from each other, DC-offset errors statisti-
cally average and therefore decrease as the number of converters in the array, M,
increases. As with aliasing error, this decrease is again 3 dB per doubling of M. This
averaging effect is not seen in the HFB since the filters isolate the converters from
each other. The error signal has frequency content at the crossover frequencies of
the filters and signals are therefore not attenuated by the stop-band of the filters, so
the DC-offset error in the AFB is actually greater than that of the TI case. Clearly
DC-offset errors can be significant and can limit the resolution of the system and
should be nulled to zero as part of the calibration of the system.
3.2.3 AFB Design Example
The AD12400 is the first member of a new family of Analog Devices products that
leverage both time interleaving and AFB. Its performance will be used to illustrate
what can be achieved when state-of-the-art ADC design is combined with advanced
digital post-processing technologies. Fig. 3.5 illustrates the AD12400’s block dia-
gram and its key circuit functions. The AD12400 employs a unique analog front-end
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circuit with 400-MHz input bandwidth, two 12-bit, 200-MSPS ADC channels, and
an AFB implementation using an advanced field-programmable gate array (FPGA).
It was designed using many of the classical matching techniques discussed above,
together with a very low jitter clock distribution circuit. These key components are
combined to develop a 12-bit, 400-MSPS ADC module that performs very well over
90% of the Nyquist band and over an 85◦C temperature range. It has an analog
input bandwidth of 400MHz. The impact of the AFB technique can be seen in fig.
Figure 3.5: AD12400 block diagram. (figure from [2])
3.6.
The first curve in fig. 3.6(a) represents the performance of a 2-channel time-
interleaved system that has been carefully designed to provide optimal matching in
the layout. The behavior of the image spur in this curve makes it obvious that this
system was manually trimmed at an analog input frequency of 128 MHz. A similar
observation of fig. 3.6(b) suggests a manual trim temperature of 40◦C. Despite
a careful PCB layout, tightly matched front-end circuit, tightly matched clock-
distribution circuit, and common reference voltages used in the AD12400 ADC, the
dynamic range degrades rapidly as the frequency and/or temperature deviates from
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Figure 3.6: performance of a manually trimmed system ’before and after’ AFB
compensation over the:(a) frequency range, (b) temperature range. (figure from [2])
the manual trim conditions. This rapid rate of degradation can be anticipated in
any two-converter time-interleaved ADC system by analyzing some of the sensitive
factors affecting this circuit. For example, the gain-temperature coefficient of a
typical high-performance, 12-bit ADC is 0.02%◦C. In this case, a 10◦C change in
temperature would cause a 0.2% change in gain, resulting in an image spur of 60
dBc. Considering just this single ADC temperature characteristic, the predicted
image spur is 3 dB worse than the 30◦C performance displayed in fig. 3.6(b). By
contrast, the dynamic range performance shown in these figures remains solid when
the AFB compensation is enabled. In fact, the dynamic range performance surpasses
the 12-bit level across a bandwidth of nearly 190 MHz and a temperature range of
40◦C. Another significant advantage of this approach is that the temperature range
can actually be expanded from the 20◦C to 60◦C range shown to 0◦C to 85◦C by
using additional FIR coefficient sets-as embodied in the AD12400.
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3.3 Identification & Correction of Mismatches.
The second technique that can be used to overcome mismatch issues is to identify
the mismatches sources and then correct for them. All techniques in this group can
be performed dynamically and can continuously recalibrate the system while it is
working in order to follow mismatches variations. Fig. 3.7 shows graphically how
these techniques works.
Figure 3.7: block diagram of how identification&correction techniques works.
3.3.1 Identification of Mismatches.
This is the first part of I&C (identification and correction) process , and it is also the
most important one. The efficiency of correction techniques is greatly influenced by
estimation errors. A system cannot be corrected if error parameters are affected by
errors as well. Identification techniques can be grouped into two main groups: tech-
niques that exploit statistical properties of the input signal (blind) and techniques
that use reference signals (known signal). All signals in the following equations are
referred to fig. 3.8.
Blind estimation:
With this technique, the three different error types can be estimated by minimization
of different loss functions. A loss function is a function that can be calculated
from the measured data and depends on a set of parameters, here the mismatch
error parameters. The loss function should be strictly positive except for the true
parameters, where it should be zero. This means that by minimizing the loss function
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Figure 3.8: M channel time interleaved ADC system. (figure from [80])
we can get an estimate of the parameters. It is also an advantage if the loss function is
convex, since it makes numerical minimization more robust. The different errors will
first be discussed separately and then together to estimate all errors simultaneously.
The dynamic performance of ADC systems is going to be studied. This means that
it is not important that for instance the amplitude offset is zero as long as it is the
same for all the ADCs in the system. Therefore, the reference level can be chosen
arbitrarily and in the following we will assume that all the errors are zero in the first
ADC, all the other errors are relative to the offset, gain, and time errors in the first
ADC.
Amplitude Offset Error Estimation:
The idea for estimation of the offset errors is that the mean value of the output
from each ADC corresponds to the respective offset errors [46]. It is first assumed
that the time and gain errors are zero, then the influence of time and gain errors
will be discussed. The signal model is:
yi[k] = u((kM + i)Ts) + ∆
o
oi (3.3.1)
where ∆ooi is the real value of offset error. Assuming that u[k] is quasi-stationary
and modulo M quasi-stationary then the mean value of the input is the same for all
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subsequences. Introducing the amplitude offset loss function:












i [k]− z(∆oj)j [k])2 (3.3.2)
where z(∆oi)[k] is the output signal yk reconstructed with the error parameters ∆o
and z(∆oi)[k] = z(∆oi)[k]. It is shown in [47] that V
(inf)
o (∆oo) = 0, ∆o = ∆
o
o is the
only minimum and that V
(inf)
o (∆o) is quadratic. More details are given in [47].
This mean that the minimizing argument of V
(N)
o (∆o) will converge to the true
offset parameters. Since there are no local minima, any minimization algorithm will
converge to the global minimum.
Gain Error Estimation:
The idea (proposed in [47]) for estimation of gain errors is that the variance of
the output from each ADC corresponds to the respective gain of the ADC. It is
assumed that the time and offset errors are zero, then the influence of time and
offset errors can be discussed. The signal model is now :
yi[k] = (1 + ∆
o
gi)u((kM + i)Ts) (3.3.3)
where δogi is the real value of gain error. Assuming that u[k] is quasi-stationary and
modulo M quasi-stationary then the mean square value of the input is the same for
all subsequences. The gain error loss function can be given as:













2 − (z(∆gj)j [k])2)2 (3.3.4)
where z(∆gi)[k] is the output signal yk reconstructed with the error parameters ∆g
and z
(∆gi)
i [k] = z
(∆gi)[kM + i]. It can be shown in [47] that V
(inf)
g (∆og) = 0, and
that V
(inf)
g (∆g) > 0 if ∆g 6= ∆0g, which means that the minimum at ∆g = ∆0g is the
global minimum. More details are given in [47]. The gain error loss function is not
convex, but simulations still show good performance.
Time Error Estimation:
The basic idea (proposed in [48]) for the time error estimation is to study the
mean square difference between the outputs of adjacent ADCs. Assuming that the
input signal is band limited to the Nyquist frequency, the signal cannot change
arbitrarily fast. If the time interval between two ADCs is shorter than Ts the signal
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will change less on average between the samples compared to a time difference of Ts
and vice versa if the time interval is no longer than Ts. In figure 3.9 this is illustrated
for a dual ADC system. Assuming that the offset and gain errors are zero, then the
Figure 3.9: proposed idea for the time-error estimation. (figure from [48])
influence of timing mismatch errors can be discussed. The signal model is given by:
yi[k] = u((kM + i)Ts +∆
o
ti) (3.3.5)
where ∆oti is the real value of time error. Assuming that u[k] is quasi-stationary and


























2 − (z(∆tj)j [k])2)2 (3.3.7)
where z(∆ti)[k] is the output signal yk reconstructed with the error parameters ∆t
and z
(∆ti)
i [k] = z
(∆ti)
i [kM + i]. R is the autocorrelation operator more details are
given in [48]. Adding two loss functions the obtained time error loss function is:





It can be shown that V
(inf)
t (∆t) = 0 and that the minimum at ∆t = ∆
0
t is the global
minimum. To evaluate the performance of the mismatch error estimation method, a
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time-interleaved ADC system has been simulated. The Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB)
[49] is a lower bound, independent of the estimation method, on how good the
estimation accuracy can be, given an amount of data. In the following simulations
the estimation accuracy is compared to the CRB. It is impossible to reach the
CRB since the CRB is calculated assuming known input, but it is still interesting
to study how close it is possible to be to the CRB. To compare the estimation
accuracy with the CRB, the minimization has been done on one batch of data
instead of updating with new data for each iteration. The estimation algorithm has
been tested with different input signals and different signal parameters have been
varied. Results are shown in figure 3.10. As can be noted from previous figures,
Figure 3.10: estimation accuracy in offset and time errors compared with CRB.
(figure from [48])
this estimation technique is very close to CRB bound. Due to the fact that this
method assumes that gain and amplitude errors are removed before the estimation
of time errors, we need to investigate how an estimation error in one parameter
influence the performance of the estimation of others parameters. Simulations have
been performed and results are reported in fig. 3.11 in the case of time estimation
errors with gain and amplitude offset errors. From previous figures it can be noted
that small gain and amplitude errors do not affect the estimation accuracy for most
input signals.
A second idea (proposed in [54]) for time error estimation detects the timing
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Figure 3.11: comparison between theoretical time estimation error and time estima-
tion error from simulations as a function of gain and offset amplitude error size for
four different input signal. (figure from [80])
skews by simply counting the number of zero crossings of input signal among the
A/D channels while randomly changing their sampling sequence. The theoretical
basis of this method is now explained. Firstly it is assumed that the sampling
rate, is larger than the Nyquist sampling frequency for the input, u(t). Since the
signal is continuous in time and in amplitude, there is one and only one moment
between two consecutive sampling instant that the u(t) crosses over the zero. This
happens if the input’s values sampled by the corresponding A/D channels, ADCj
and the subsequent ADCj+1, have opposite signs, i.e.: yj[k] · yj+1[k] < 0, where
yi[k] = u((kM+ i)Ts+∆
o
ti). Second, it is assumed that u(t) is a stationary Gaussian
process with zero mean. Then, the probability of a zero crossing between ADCj and
ADCj+1,P
z













where σj and σj+1 are the standard deviations of the uj and uj+1 random variables
respectively. The ρj,j+1 of 3.3.9 denotes the cross-correlation between uj and uj+1.
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As explained in previous citations, P zj,j+1 is a monotonic function of the timing
mismatch ∆Tj,j+1 between channel j and j+1 for an input with limited bandwidth.
Therefore by looking at zero crossing transition probabilities it is possible to estimate
timing mismatches between channels. Simulation and a more detailed analysis are
reported in [54].
Known signal Estimation
This approach uses a known signal input to the system and the resultant outputs
are analysed to detect errors. The approach is a parallel system is slightly more
complicated. The block diagram of the ADC system is shown in figure 3.12. At any
Figure 3.12: generalized known signal calibration system. (figure from [81])
time, two of the three ADCs process the input in a time-interleaved fashion, giving
a conversion rate that is double that of each component ADC. The other pipelined
ADC is connected in a calibration loop, that adjusts the gain (g) and offset (o)
of the selected ADC to match those of the reference ADC. Time mismatches are
not considered here but this system can be extended to those errors. Once the
calibration cycle is completed, another ADC is selected for calibration, and the
most-recently calibrated ADC replaces it in the ping-pong conversion mode. Each
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ADC is calibrated periodically in the background while the other ADCs continue
the conversion of the input signal. Due to the fact that this system interrupts the
conversion flow inside each converter during its calibration phase, this system is not
suitable for ADCs that needs past samples to perform the conversion, for example
sigma-delta architectures. If one of the modulators is periodically replaced with a
calibrated one, a periodic deviation of the single path history is introduced with
respect to the ideal one. This causes a discontinuity in the output in the time slots
including the switching transient resulting in an unacceptable degradation of the
SNDR. A solution for this kind of converters has been proposed in [55] and [56]. This
technique is based on the addition of a calibration signal, generated by a pseudo-
random number generator, to the ADC input. Both signals are then processed
simultaneously by means of an adaptive algorithm, which digitally filters out the
output to remove residual tones. In this case there is no need for an extra parallel
channel. This on-line method can be applied to any type of ADC, however it exhibits
some severe limitations. Firstly, part of the full-scale input range of the ADC is
used by the calibration signal. Therefore, the ADC paths require extra resolution
to achieve a given dynamic range. A suitable solution has been proposed by [58]
and it is shown in fig. 3.13. As shown in fig. 3.13, instead of periodically placing
one path in a calibration section, the reference path (CHANNEL) is connected in
parallel to the path to calibrate. The parallel connection and can be realized by
simply assigning the clock phases of the channel under calibration to the reference
path. In the circuit of fig. 3.13 for example, the block called ”AVERAGE” tries to
eliminate the offset from the channel under calibration by comparing its output with
the one of the reference channel. This way it is possible to calibrate every single ADC
without interrupting the normal operation of it. Even if this technique sounds quite
interesting, in sigma-delta converters there are same other problems to solve. The
main important one is called the ’Domino effect’. The domino effect is defined as: ”a
certain quantizer output connected to another quantizer input via an analog block
without any delay”. This situation inevitably occurs in time interleaved sigma-delta
modulators when consecutive time slot outputs of the modulator are simultaneously
generated by the quantizers. The main idea to solve the problem of TI sigma delta
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Figure 3.13: block diagram of technique proposed by [58] in relation to offset cali-
bration.
system is to unify the overall TI architecture and to add extra signal path able to
eliminate this effect. Figure 3.14 is an example of this. From this figure, the complex
feedback network needed to avoid this effect can be seen. This approach has been
shown to work well however it is difficult to ascertain the value of the mismatches
to a high degree.
Figure 3.14: block diagram of technique proposed by [57] in relation to domino effect
elimination.
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3.3.2 Correction of Mismatches.
Once the mismatch error parameters have been identified, the calibration system
tries to correct the conversion system in order to reduce these mismatches. This
correction could be performed by modifying both each ADC parameter and per-
forming post-processing operations on the sampled signal. To the first group be-
longs techniques that tries to trim in an analog or digital way each ADC (trimming).
To the second one belongs techniques that tries to reconstruct the original signal
and re-sample it with in the correct instant with correct gain and offset parame-
ters (reconstruction). Following paragraphs are going to give an overview of these
techniques.
Electronic trimming
This kind of trimming acts directly on the converter circuitry. In figure 3.7 it is
represented by the block ”correction” marked with the letter ”A”. Its purpose
is to modify circuital parameters like capacitance or resistance values in order to
correct for time, gain and offset mismatches. This technique is very simple and it
is used widely in commercial converters. Figure 3.15 shows an example of a 18-
bit, 1.25 MS/s Analog Devices ADC. This system works as follow: it analyzes the
digital output of the ADC under calibration and then modifies ADC parameters
in order to correct those mismatches. An example for the correction of the timing
mismatches is shown in the figures 3.16 and 3.17. From these figures, it can be
noted how this architecture modifies ADCs analog parameters on the basis of a
digital control signal in order to correct for time, gain and offset mismatches. The
problem with this architectural philosophy is that electronic devices used to correct
mismatches are affected by mismatches as well. These kind of systems usually offer
good performance for resolution usually lower than 18-bits. For systems with higher
resolution like sigma-delta digital post-processing techniques (see next section) are
used.
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Figure 3.15: AD7643 block diagram. (figure from [2])
Figure 3.16: digitally programmable delay element proposed in [59].
Reconstruction
This kind of trimming doesn’t actually change any analog parameter but adjusts
the sampled output data through post-processing. In figure 3.7 it is represented
by the block ”correction” marked with the letter ”B”. The major advantage of
this technique compared with the previous one is that all the calibration process is
carried out using digital systems and no modifications are required to the analog one.
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Figure 3.17: previous circuit delay versus input vector for different W/L ratios of
transistors M1-M5. (figure from [59])
On the one hand digital post-processing usually is much more reliable than analog
trimming as mismatches in a digital architecture don’t influence the output results.
On the other hand the reconstruction algorithm usually require a large amount of
calculus capability not always available in Arithmetic Logic Units of small integrated
DSP. This calculus capability depends on the reconstruction algorithm and usually
the more accurate it is, the more computationally intense it becomes. This problem
constitutes the main trade-off in this kind of reconstruction philosophy between
resolution and computational complexity of the post-processing systems. To correct
for gain or offset errors is easier as it’s easy to multiply or add to the output sample
a certain correction factor. Little computational complexity is required. To correct
for timing mismatches is difficult and it requires significant computational power.
The next section is going to give an overview about state of the art in fractional
delay algorithms.
Fractional delay algorithms
Delaying a continuous-time signal xc(t) by an amount td is conceptually simple
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cause we know its value in every instant. Delaying a uniformly sampled band-limited
(baseband) digital signal must be treated with care. Sampling xc(t), its values is
known only on time instants t = nTs, where n is an integer and Ts is the sampling
interval. If someone wants to delay xc(t) by an amount of time that is a fraction of
Ts, the value of the signal at that precise instant must be known. The only way to
know that value is to use band-limited interpolation. The problem can be solved by
viewing a delay as a resampling process. The desired solution can be obtained by
first reconstructing the continuous band-limited signal and then resampling it after
shifting.
Ideal solution
Assuming that the (real-valued) discrete-time signal represents a band-limited
baseband signal, the implementation of a constant delay can be considered as an
approximation of the ideal discrete-time linear-phase all-pass filter with unity mag-
nitude and constant group delay of the given value D. The corresponding impulse




H(ejw)ejwndw for all n (3.3.11)
Substituting H(ejw) with e−jwD into eq. 3.3.11 where D is the desired delay:
hid(n) =
sin[pi(n−D)]
pi(n−D) = sinc(n−D) for all n (3.3.12)
When the desired delay D assumes an integer value, the impulse response eq. 3.3.12
reduces to a single impulse at n=D, but for non-integer values of D the impulse
response is an infinitely long, shifted and sampled version of the sinc function. Fig.
3.18 shows the impulse response of the filter with different delays. Unfortunately, the
ideal impulse response is not only infinitely long but also non-causal, which makes
it impossible to implement it in real-time applications. Equation 3.3.12 gives an
answer to the original problem, i.e., where the delayed signal value should be placed
as it cannot be put ”between the samples.” In the ideal case, it is to be spread over all
the discrete-time signal values, weighted by appropriate values of the sinc function.
This simple result is of fundamental importance since, whatever method is used, the
impulse response of the approximating (real-coefficient) filter must imitate this ideal
response in some meaningful sense. It is also evident that with a finite-order causal
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Figure 3.18: impulse response of an ideal delay filter with delay D=3 and D=3.3.
(figure from [60])
FIR or IIR filter the ideal response can only be approximated. IIR filters are much
more sensitive to numeric approximation problems than FIR ones. For this reason,
IIR filters should be only used for high resolution applications where errors due to
numeric approximation are small. Furthermore in IIR filters, the phase, phase delay,
and group delay are all related to the filter coefficients in a nonlinear manner. This
means that one can expect design formulas for IIR filters to be much more complex
than the ones for FIR. Therefore FIR filters are preferred to IIR ones.
Windowing the ideal response This approach is based on applying a windowing
function, generated by a least square approximation. The performance of a fractional
delay filter obtained by truncating the sinc solution is usually not acceptable in
practice. A well-known method to reduce the Gibbs phenomenon is to use window
functions for time-domain weighting. An example of this effect is shown in the
following figure. Instead of truncating the impulse response, a bell-shaped window
can be used which puts more emphasis on the middle values of the impulse response
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Figure 3.19: truncated ideal response; L=10. (figure from [60])
and reduces the peak magnitude error at the cost of a wider transition band of the
filter. The new windowed impulse response is obtained as
h(n) = W (n−D)sinc(n−D) for 0 ≤ n ≤ N ; 0 otherwise (3.3.13)
where the ideal impulse response hid(n) is truncated and shaped by multiplying by
W(n-D), which is a length-L (=N+1) window sequence shifted by the appropriate
delay value, D. Figure 3.20 shows an example of the resulting transfer function of
the filter designed using this technique. Many windows have been proposed; the
Figure 3.20: ideal response windowed with Dolph-Chebyshev window with 40dB
sidelobe ripple for L=10. (figure from [60])
Kaiser window allows the control of the peak ripple using one parameter, while the
Dolph-Chebyshev window is optimal in the sense that it has the smallest possible
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peak side-lobe ripple, which is given as a parameter. In principle, window-based
design is fast and easy. However, in practice it is somewhat difficult to control
the magnitude error by adjusting window parameters-this is particularly true for
very short filter lengths (L less than 10), which are typical in many applications.
However, if the detailed error behavior is not critical, the method is quite suitable
for real-time coefficient update. One can either store the window in memory and
compute the values of the sinc function on-line or, for example, store enough samples
of the windowed sinc function in the memory and compute the filter coefficients using
interpolation.
Maximally flat FIR (Lagrange interpolation)
Here a new philosophy has been proposed. Instead of minimizing a least squared
error measure like the previous case, the error function can be made maximally flat
at a certain frequency, typically at w0=0, so that the approximation is at its best
close to this frequency. This means that the derivatives of the frequency-domain
error function are set to zero at this point, that is:
dnE(ejw)
dwn
= 0 @w = w0 for n = 0, 1, 2, ...N (3.3.14)
As discussed in [60], the solution is equal to the classical Lagrange interpolation
formula, where the coefficients are obtained by fitting the interpolating polynomial






n− k for n = 0, 1, 2, ...N (3.3.15)
where N is the order of the filter. Lagrange interpolation has several advantages:
easy explicit formulas for the coefficients, very good response at low frequencies,
and a smooth magnitude response. The maximum of the magnitude response never
exceeds unity when the delay is near to half the filter length. This is important in
applications using feedback. On the other hand, the approximation error is often
unnecessarily small at low frequencies, at the cost of the performance at higher
frequencies. Fig. 3.21 shows an example of the resulting transfer function of the
filter designed using this technique. Figure 3.22 shows the performance of this
algorithm in terms of SFDR improvement for different value of the input signal
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(Rs= Fsampling/Fsignal) and different filter order (pt interpolation).
There are two common techniques for generating variable delays: a variable FIR
filter and using a Farrow Structure. These two techniques are discussed in further
detail in the following sections.
Figure 3.21: maximally flat FIR design magnitude and phase frequency response for
L=10. (figure from [60])
Figure 3.22: analytical and simulated results of Lagrange reconstruction method
performance. (figure from [62])
1st method: Fast delay control FIR filters In the previous cases, we have assumed
that the fractional delay filter is designed exclusively for producing the desired delay.
However, in time-critical applications this may be impossible since an additional
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FIR filter always introduces some net delay, as discussed earlier. Instead, it may
be more advantageous to control the delay of a FIR filter that is already included
in the system. As the FIR filter may be adaptive or variable or for other reasons
its coefficients may not be known, it is sometimes essential that the delay control
algorithm be independent from the filter coefficients.
It has been shown that the coefficients for the FIR filter can be derived using the
Fourier Transform [60]. It was shown that if hp(k) is the impulse response of a
generalized FIR filter, the impulse response h(k) of the same filter with a phase





which is seen to be a weighted sum of sinc functions with an infinitely long impulse
response and consequently with truncation problems. This can be alleviated in the
usual manner by employing a suitable time-domain window to truncate h(n).
2nd method:
Farrow Structure A promising technique for efficient implementation of a con-
tinuously variable delay element was proposed by Farrow [61]. The basic idea is
to design a set of filters approximating a fractional delay in the desired range (e.g.






m for n = 0, 1, 2, ...N (3.3.17)
where cm(n) are real-valued approximating coefficients. The subscript d is now
included to emphasize that each coefficient is a function of the fractional delay, d.













The form of eq. 3.3.18 immediately suggests an efficient implementation as a parallel
connection of fixed filters with output taps weighted by an appropriate power of d
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(figure 3.23). The polynomial approach can readily be generalized for other filter
Figure 3.23: farrow structure for implementation of polynomial approximation of
filter coefficients. (figure from [60])
design techniques and used in addition to previous methods.
Choosing the right method
We have explored only a few of the key techniques to implement fractional de-
lay FIR filters. There is a plethora of methods available for engineers willing to
design fractional delay filters, and one may be confused about which one to pick.
The guideline among all these techniques is the trade-off between computational
complexity and filter approximation error between the filter itself and the ideal one.
To help the reader to understand this, methods have been described starting from
the ideal one but most computationally heavy and arriving to the last one: very
easy algorithm but not ideal in terms of phase and magnitude response. The last
technique in fact offers the advantage of an easy algorithm to change the delay
of the filter, but it designs a filter that is an approximation of a filter approxi-
mating the ideal one. The Lagrange interpolation method is a compromise; every
time someone wants to change the delay of the filter, the filter must be re-designed
and FIR filter coefficient must be recalculated. However the procedure is recursive
and not particularly computationally complex. An example of system using this
method is analyzed in [62]. Despite the advantages of variable delays for correcting
mismatches, windowing methods are also very used where complexity needs to be
minimised [i.e. [64]].
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3.4 Mismatch shaping
The main problem with identification and correction techniques previously analyzed
is that the quality of digital compensation algorithms depends on the quality of the
timing mismatch identification. Therefore, even when we use an ideal compensation
algorithms, the performance is only as good as the identification method. Since no
identification technique is perfect and usually to achieve good performance, we need
computationally complex algorithms, mismatches compensation systems should not
depend upon the identification of them. A solution has been proposed to solve the
raised problem: spectral shaping of mismatches noise. This method is an extension
of extension of the sigma-delta principle to mismatches in time interleaved modula-
tors. Spectral shaping of error power means shifting the error power to some input
signal free region in the frequency band. In order to guarantee some input signal
free band, we oversample the input signal and ensure that the signal is band-limited.
The shifted error power then, can be easily filtered out. Techniques and algorithms
to implement this new design philosophy are going to be described in the following
paragraphs.
3.4.1 Randomization (Zero order shaping)
This technique spreads the mismatches noise power over a wider frequency range
by randomizing the order in which the ADCs are used in the interleaved structure.
The architecture and the principle of a randomized TIADC are shown in figure
3.24. For each sampling instant a new channel ADC is randomly selected, whereas
we have some constraint on the selection process. Given a redundant array of (M
+ ∆M) channel ADCs, that operates with a minimum channel sampling period of
MTs, and wanting to build a randomized TIADC with an overall sampling period
of Ts, each time instant a channel among ∆M+1 channel ADCs must be chosen
without violating the sampling constraint. This is illustrated in fig. 3.24(b) for
M=2 and ∆M = 1 . From fig. 3.24(a) can be noted that the TIADC is followed by
a low-pass filter, which filters out some portion of the uniformly shaped mismatch
spectrum in order to increase the SINAD. The spectrum of the output signal from a
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Figure 3.24: concept of randomization technique. (figure from [67])
randomly interleaved ADC system equals to a long and complex expression reported
in [65]. A graphical representation of it is shown in figure 3.25. Plot of fig. 3.25
Figure 3.25: mismatch noise spectrum for M=16 and ∆M=1,4,16. (figure from [65])
shows that the oscillations and peak values, decrease when the number of additional
ADCs if ∆M(the number of extra ADCs) is increased. This is expected since a
higher value of means that there are more ADCs to choose from at each sampling
instance, and the errors are then more randomized. When ∆M →∞, the mismatch
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noise spectrum becomes constant. It’s important to note that the total mismatch
noise power in a system before and after applying this selection technique is still the
same. This is expected since the total amount of distortion cannot be modified by
changing the order in which we select the ADCs. However, the shape of the distortion
is very different between the fixed interleaved and the randomly interleaved case.
In the randomly interleaved case there are no spikes in the output spectrum, so
this technique improves only the SFDR and not the SNR of the sampled signal.
It’s important to note that this technique doesn’t require any sort of estimation
of mismatches, so it’s performance is not affected by non-idealities of estimation
algorithms.
3.4.2 Time mismatch noise shaping
According to the analysis made in the previous section, the most perturbing mis-
matches are timing mismatches. Furthermore they are also difficult to compensate
due to the computational complexity of estimation and correction algorithms. Due
to this fact, many techniques have been proposed to reduce the impact of these
errors. The first proposed technique was randomization. The main problem with it
is that only SFDR is improved while SNR is not. A technique has been proposed
lately by Vogel to improve both [66]. It aims to shape the mismatch noise power
out of the band of interest emphasizing out of band spurs rather than in-band ones.
The effect of channel sequence optimization and the required architecture are shown
in figure 3.26 and 3.27. The system works as follow: without any optimization
Figure 3.26: output spectrum of a TI ADC with 32 channels. (figure from [66])
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Figure 3.27: timing mismatch error power shaping principle. (figure from [66])
the unfiltered digital output signal appears as in fig. 3.26(a). After the timing mis-
matches are identified and a new optimized channel sequence is determined (cf. fig.
3.27) the output becomes spectrally shaped, as shown in fig. 3.26(b). The spectrally
shaped output spectrum can easily be filtered, which results in the spectrum shown
in fig. 3.26(c). While this approach is not new, finding an optimal sequence which
maximizes the power of out of band mismatch noise spurs is a difficult combina-
torial optimization problem. It can be solved by using different methods such as
simulated annealing and genetic algorithms. These optimization methods are com-
putationally complex and are difficult to be implemented on a chip. Furthermore,
there is no guarantee for finding the global maximum with such algorithms within
a given time span. The algorithm proposed by Vogel in [66], has low complexity
and can always determine, at least, a good suboptimal solution. The basic idea in
spectral shaping is to focus the mismatch error power onto the highest frequency
components. In [66] it is shown that its magnitude is proportional to the difference
of the sum of all even indexed timing mismatches and the sum of all odd indexed
timing mismatches. Therefore choosing a conversion sequence where this condition
is true achieves the desired goal. The next step to increase the spectral shaping is to
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maximize the spurious closest to the central one. Going on this way the power of all
out of band spurs is maximized. In [66] an algorithm implementing a good subopti-
mal solution is proposed. This algorithm allows an improvement of SFDR and also
of the SNR. One drawback is that time identification is required but requirements
are much more relaxed compared with estimation&correction techniques. The pur-
pose in fact of the identification is not to correct for timing mismatches but just
to understand the relative order of them. For this reason, the performance of this
technique has little dependence on the resolution of the timing mismatch estimation
algorithms. Fig. 3.28 show performances of this technique.
Figure 3.28: performance of this technique in relation to a timing mismatch standard
deviation of 0.01Ts. (figure from [66])
3.4.3 Time mismatch in-band noise randomization
The technique described in [67] by Vogel is a variation of the one proposed by the
same author in [66] and described in the previous paragraph. As explained before,
the aim of both methods is to maximize the magnitude of the highest out of band








where N is the number of ADCs and ∆tv2n is the time error mismatch of the ADC
selected at the sample number 2n. Looking at this equation, in order to maximize
α(jΩ), in [67] the following method has been proposed. By assuring that the time
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error of every ADCs selected on an even sampling instant is always higher or always
lower than the ones selected on an odd sampling instant,eq. 3.4.20 is maximized.
However as there is more than one way to generate a selection sequence where the
previous statement is true, it is possible to use these degrees of freedom to achieve
further improvement. To exploit this, all ADCs should be split into two groups A
and B. The first group contains all ADCs with positive timing mismatches and to
the other, the ADCS with negative timing mismatches. The zero reference is chosen
such as the size of each group is N/2. Substituting all these considerations into eq.








From previous equation can be noted that, randomization can be applied in order
to further improve the performance of the system while shaping. Picture of fig. 3.29
shows the performance of this kind of system where both randomization and spec-
tral shaping of mismatch noise work together. In fig. 3.29(a) the output spectrum
of a TIADC (M(number of ADCs working at the same time)=6 , R(extra ADCs to
allow randomized choice selection)=2, N(n. of ADCs)=8) with timing mismatches
is shown. Additional aliased spectra of the input signal noticeably distort the whole
spectrum. In fig. 3.29(b) conventional randomization to distribute the mismatch
power has been used. A low-pass filter at Ωs/4 can reduce the SINAD at most
by 3dB. Finally, in fig. 3.29(c) randomization and spectral shaping of timing mis-
matches have been combined together as suggested in [67]. Comparing the last two
figures a decrease in the noise floor can be noted. With a simple low-pass filter the
spectrally shaped mismatch power can be filtered out and increase the SINAD and
the SFDR compared to fig. 3.29(b).
3.5 Summary
This chapter makes a comparison between correction techniques for distortion in
time-interleaved systems. Section 1 gives an overview of the state of the art tech-
niques and classifies them into three main areas: prevention, identification&correction
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Figure 3.29: effect of spectrally shaped randomization. (figure from [67])
and shaping. Sections from 3.2 to 3.4 make a detailed analysis of these methods.
To make a comparison of all these methods on the matter of performance is
quite difficult because the way they are implemented is highly correlated with many
parameters that are not related with the method itself. The performance of the
first method for example is highly correlated with the amount of offset error in
the system that is correlated with the architectural topology and with the offset
correction system, but not with the AFB method itself. Given these considerations,
the next paragraph tries to express some points on mismatch correction techniques.
The first method (AFB) has some problems with offset mismatch errors and in
addition to that doesn’t average mismatch error power over the overall bandwidth.
Due to this problem, even a small offset error can undermine the resolution of the
overall system.
The efficiency of the second method is highly related to identification techniques that
are strongly dependent on the statistical properties of the input signal. Therefore,
even when we use an ideal compensation algorithms, the performance is only as
good as the identification method. Since no identification technique is perfect and
usually to achieve good performance, we need computationally complex algorithms,
mismatches compensation systems should not depend upon the identification of
them.
The third method seems to be the most challenging one since the performance of this
correction system is almost unrelated to mismatch identification techniques. This
technique however is not perfect and some issues have been identified in previous
section.
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Next chapter presents a new solution in order to overcome limitations of this




Reducing Timing, Gain and Offset
Mismatch Distortion
In the previous chapter an overview was given of many of the state of the art tech-
niques to solve problems related to mismatches between ADCs in time interleaved
systems. A new technique is going to be proposed in this chapter. The first section
of this chapter describes the new mismatch correction system. Simulation results
are going to be presented in section two in order to show the performance of this
new proposal in comparison with existing channel sequencing schemes. All software
has been developed using MATLAB R© environment and are provided in appendix
B. The most important performance parameters like SFDR and SNR are reported
for system composed by ADCs ranging from 14 to 18 bits. The performance of the
proposed methodology will be compared with existing techniques from a number of
different perspectives.
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4.1 Time mismatches correction
4.1.1 Main idea
Among all proposed systems the spectral shaping of mismatches for high-speed,
high-resolution systems seems to be the most promising one. This technique does
not require an accurate mismatches identification or computationally complex algo-
rithms. The new technique is a novel selection ordering method for time interleaved
analog-to-digital converters (TI ADCs). This method improves the signal to noise
and distortion ratio (SINAD) and the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) by com-
bining randomization of channel ADCs and spectral shaping of timing mismatches.
According to the analysis made in the previous chapter, time mismatches most
undermine the performance of the system. For this reason, the new technique is
focused on timing mismatches, but good performance is obtained also for gain and
offset errors. The output spectrum of a non-randomized TI ADC with N channels,
offset, gain and timing mismatches ∆tm is given by equations 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. In the
Figure 4.1: example of a spectrum of a time interleaved ADC with only time mis-
matches.
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According to previous equations timing mismatches cause weighted aliased spectra
of the input signal. Fig. 4.1 gives a graphical representation of previously described
equations in the case of a four channels ADC. The weight is given by α[p] while the
position by ±Ω0+Ωs pN . The variable p ranges from 0 to N-1 and identifies the order
of distortion spurs. It has been shown in previous section that through an appro-
priate selection order for the channel ADCs, these spectral spurs can be minimized.
Random selection attempts to provide a uniform spectral density. However non-
random channel selection sequences have shown to provide superior performance.
This section will describe an approach for the development of highly effective
selection sequences. In this approach, the objective is to minimize α[p] terms
corresponding to in-band frequency spurs, moving the power to out-of-band fre-
quencies that may be subsequently filtered. In order to describe any permutation
of the channel ADC sequence, a mapping between the conventional index order-
ing < 0, 1, 2, ...,M − 1 > and the reordered sequence must be defined. To this
end, the set of possible index values is defined as {0,1, . . . ,M-1} from where
we can choose permutations v =< vm >
M−1
m=0 . The simplest permutation equals
v =< 0, 1, ...,M − 1 >, whereby the conventional sequence of channel ADCs, i.e.,
ADC0, ADC1, ..., ADCM−1, does not change. Another example for a selection order
is v =< M − 1,M − 2, ..., 0 >, which reverses the conventional order.
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We can mathematically explore the effect of these different selection orders by
approximating the magnitude of the timing mismatches spurs with the first two
terms of a Taylor series expansion, using the just described vector v:







According to Vogel [66], to minimize the in-band frequency components and transfer
the power to out-of-band frequencies, we need to maximize the central coefficients of
this expansion. However while this shapes the magnitude of the individual frequency
spurs, the spurs do persist, reducing our distortion performance. Randomization is
effective at removing spurs and providing a uniform spectral distribution. In [67]
it is shown that is possible to take a group of channel ADCs and apply a selection
sequence to this group according to your selection sequence, while undertaking ran-
domization within that group of ADCs. However, to date, this technique is limited
to two groups.
We propose to develop upon this technique and provide guidance on selection
schemes using multiple groups, and taking advantage of this ability for more directed
spur-minimization.
4.1.2 Optimality proof of the algorithm with time-mismatches
only
To allow randomization and spectral shaping to be undertaken at the same time, the
N channel ADCs must be divided into G equal-sized groups. Two distinct selection
sequences can then be used to perform both randomization and spectral shaping.
As randomization occurs within a group, for the purposes of analysis, the effective
mismatch for the group can be considered as the mean of the individual mismatches
within that group. In 4.1.3 the number p refers to the magnitude of the tone at
frequency ±Ω0 +Ωs pN in the output spectrum. To assist in identifying the rules for
optimum groups selection and the subsequent sequence, fig. 4.2 shows a graphical
evaluation of 4.1.3 for a system with 12 converters (N), 4 groups (A-D) and a fixed
selection sequence (A,B,C,D).
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Figure 4.2: graphical representation of 4.1.3 for a system with 12 channel ADCs
(N=12) and 4 groups (G=4) (complex numbers, real-imag axes). Vectors are dis-
tinguished by color and the black line is the resulting one
Picture 4.2 is very useful to understand how this principle works. There are six
plots, one for different values of p. Each vector has a different color. The magnitude
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of it is related to the lenght of the colored line. Looking at equation 4.1.3, the
magnitude of each vector is proportional to the time mismatch of the corresponding
channel ADC. Due to this fact, it is possible to establish a bijective correspondance
between the magnitude of each vector(from A to D in the example) and the selection
sequence of the time interleaving converter.
The desired target is to push mismatch noise power to higher frequencies maxi-
mizing the power of out-of-band spurious tones to be able to both increase sampling
speed and resolution. To understand how to do this, the following questions must
be answered:
What are grouping criteria that allows the formation of spurs in the output spec-
trum?
Where should I put the filter cutoff in order to eliminate the most spurious tones ?
How can the grouping criteria maximized in order to maximize out-of-band spurious
tones and output signal bandwidth ?.
Looking at the symmetry of the drawings, if vectors A,B,C and D had the same
magnitude, no spurious tone would be generated. This is the case of randomization.
By properly choosing members of each group, differences in the magnitude of each
vector could be obtained. This condition anyway is a necessary one but not a
sufficient one. Looking at previous example in fact, even if differences in magnitude
between each vector would be allowed, only p=3 and p=6 cases had a resulting
vector magnitude different from zero (black line on fig. 4.2). This is due to many
factors. First the phase difference between each vector is a constant value. Second
the number of the overall rotations made by the N vectors (12 in this example) is
an integer number equal to p. Third, even if randomization is performed inside each
group, the selection order of them is fixed and all vectors occurs the same number of
times equals to N/G. For these reasons, the resulting vector corresponding to most
of harmonics equals to zero.
The only condition that added to the previous ones generates spurious tones
is the one that the phase amplitude of a complete group selection cycle, where all
groups have been selected once is an integer multiple of 2p. The following equation
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considering that p is bounded from 1 to N/2, consequently reasonable values for
k are the ones for whom p assumes values from 1 to N/2. Solving the previous
equation for N=12 and G=4, spurs with magnitude different from zero are located
at p=3 and p=6. Looking at previous picture it is possible to realize that from these
vector configurations a resulting vector may be generated.
In order to maximize these spurs the magnitude of all vectors must be progres-
sively decreasing or increasing with the increasing of the letter value. In this case
if A > B > C > D spurious tones that correspond to p=3 and p=6 are maximised
as A+C is greater than B+D. This grouping technique is very simple as groups are
simply made by ranking converters basing on their relative time mismatches. Figure
4.2 provides a graphical support for this argument
Figure 4.3 shows a typical output spectrum of a TI system using this algorithm,
with N=12 converters and G=4 groups. Gain and offset errors are set to zero and
time mismatches are randomly generated between ±20% of the overall structure
sampling time. It can be noted that only 3rd and 6th order distortion harmonics are
present while all the others are just spread over the overall frequency spectrum as
quantization noise.
Now, in order to be able to design the system, other important issues must be
investigated. The first one is the definition of the stop-band frequency of the digital
filter in order to cut spurs and to maximize output signal bandwidth. The second
one is related to the optimization in order to maximize the resolution and the signal
bandwidth.
The following proof gives an answer to both questions. According to equation




. In order to eliminate this tone the low-pass filter cut-off frequency must be
located slightly before the lowest distortion tone. From the previous calculation the
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gain  & time mismatches
Figure 4.3: output spectrum of the TI system performing the proposed mismatch
shaping technique.
lowest value of p is given by 4.1.5 for k=1. Substituting equation 4.1.5 solved for
k=1 into equation 2.3.4 (considering only the ”-” as a more restrictive case) follows





Now it’s useful to introduce the over-sampling ratio R defined as the ratio between
the sampling frequency and the double of the maximum allowable input signal fre-





Substituting this into 4.1.6:
G ≤ R (4.1.8)
The previous equation states that the number of groups G must be less or at most
equal the over-sampling ratio R. In other words, for a fixed number of converters
each sampling at a fixed frequency, increasing the number of groups, decreases the
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frequency of the first spurious tone causing a reduction of the maximum allowable
input frequency. This makes comparisons between systems difficult. In order to
compare the performance of this system for fixed group numbers and sampling
frequency, simulations based on the following considerations were performed.
If we have N converters all with the same resolution and the same sampling speed
and we want to create a system with an overall bandwidth equal to Ni times that
of a single converter, the overall number of ADCs N must be equal to:
N = NiR +∆N (4.1.9)
where R is the over-sampling ratio of the overall system in relation to its bandwidth
Ni. ∆N is the number of additional ADCs necessary to create randomization in the
selection sequence. Using equation 4.1.8 follows that the groups number must be at
most equal R. Considering that in this demonstration the number of ADCs used for
a fixed bandwidth and groups must be minimized, in equation 4.1.9 R is substituted
with G. Thus:
N = NiG+∆N (4.1.10)
Defining ∆N = G∆M and substituting this into equation 4.1.10, follows that:
N = G(Ni +∆M) (4.1.11)
where ∆M stands for the number of extra converters in each group in order to per-
form the randomization of the selection sequence inside it. Due to this fact, ∆M
must be at least equal to one.
All parameters introduced in the previous derivations to model the number of sam-
ples inside a period and the number of converters used are assumed to be integer
variables since they both are indivisible elements.
The filter in order to cut out of band mismatches spurious tones is chosen in order
to simplify the overall system and reduce its required computational complexity.
The filter must also present ripple in the pass-band compatible with the desired
system resolution and a stop-band able to attenuate distortion harmonics to a level
under the pass-band noise floor. The transition bandwidth is chosen to be as small
as possible given a reasonable complexity filter. Since high resolution is required,
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Figure 4.4: equiripple FIR filter with: max pass-band ripple = 10−12, max stop-
band ripple = 10−5, filter order=641, transition bandwidth = 10% pass-band, cutoff
frequency=1/7 filter band.
the filter architecture chosen was a Finite Impulse Response(FIR) structure. FIR
architectures in fact presents properties of Linear phase response (useful in many
applications of the ADC) and robustness to filter coefficients approximation errors
as they are non-recursive. The equiripple (optimum) FIR filter architecture was
selected as it most suited our requirements. Picture of figure 4.4 shows an example
of the selected filter.
In this section an optimality proof of the algorithm has been given assuming
baseband signals. Baseband signals are signals which have a low frequency of 0hz
(DC voltage), and extend upwards in the frequency spectrum to a given finite upper
bound. The fact that in the presented algorithm the proof is considering only base-
band signals is not a limiting assumption, since all limited bandwidth modulated
signals can be downconverted into baseband ones.
The only requirement that the signal must have in order to allow the proposed
method to work is that it must be limited in band. This way in fact it can be
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converted to a baseband one and the previously discussed mathematical process can
be applied to it. This restriction doesn’t present a serious problem since, also for
more practical reasons all signals can be considered as band-limited.
In the case of broadband signals this technique is also feasible since the signal spec-
trum is still limited. The main difference in fact with baseband ones is that in a
baseband transmission, the entire bandwidth is consumed by a single signal. In
broadband transmission, signals are sent on multiple frequencies, allowing multiple
signals to be sent simultaneously. In order to properly sample a broadband signal
with this technique we would only need to oversample more.
4.1.3 Operative description of the algorithm
Summarizing, this grouping technique is simple and requires a simpler level of mis-
match identification than existing systems. The proposed system allows control of
the size of spurs and the magnitude of their values. For optimal performance the
filter cutoff frequency must be located slightly before the first mismatch spur. From
a system perspective, the grouping scheme exchanges additional channel ADCS for
increased robustness to mismatch. To conclude, the steps needed for the optimum
group element selection and sequencing are listed below and shown in fig. 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Algorithm for proposed channel selection scheme
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• Identify and rank the channel ADCs according to their timing mismatch.
• Assign the ADCs to groups according to this ranking.
• Select between the groups in a strict rotation.
• Apply randomization to elements within a group.
• Low-pass filter and decimate the combined ADC output.
4.1.4 Simulation results in the case of time mismatches
In order to simulate the system, a simulation program has been developed (see
appendix B1). The proposed technique was tested for a time interleaved system
where only time mismatches are present. Gain and offset mismatches are assumed
to be zero. The next paragraphs describes these simulations, the output results and
compares them with techniques described in the Chapter 3.
Simulations description
These simulations implement the proposed technique for a time interleaved system
affected by time error mismatches. The way the overall simulation systems work is
described in the following paragraphs.
In this simulation the system is tested for a fixed input signal bandwidth. This
value has been kept fixed to Ni times the input bandwidth of a single ADC. The
value of Ni for this simulation has been fixed to 4. The resolution of each channel
ADC is the same resolution of the overall system. In this case, it equals 14-bits.
As explained before, in order to allow randomization ∆N extra ADCs must be added
to the overall system. The number of extra ADCs, according to 4.1.10 and 4.1.11
must be an integer multiple ∆M of the number of groups G. This simulation varies
these free parameters in order to test them on the performance of the system. The
number of groups G is varying from 1 to 8 while the number extra ADCs per group
∆M is varying from 1 to 4. It’s important to notice that when G equals 1 this
technique is equivalent to randomization since no grouping is done. When G equals
2 this technique exactly corresponds to Vogel’s technique [67] [66]. This way it is
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possible to compare the new proposed technique to previous ones.
The parameters of the filter are selected in order that its non-idealities can be
considered as negligible compared to the resolution of the system.
The time mismatch between each ADCs is chosen randomly according to a uniform
distribution. Its value is given as a percentage of the sampling period of each ADC.
This simulation is an extreme case one for many reasons. First the number
of ADCs and so the power of mismatch noise increases with the increasing of the
number of groups. Since the total number of ADCs in the system is given by
eq.4.1.11, an increase of G corresponds an increase of the number of ADCs N needed
by the time interleaved system. Since each ADCs introduces a time mismatch error,
the total time mismatch error power of the system increases as well. This is a
worst case, since some ADCs are not affected by time error mismatch, or it may be
negligible. Second the time mismatch is considered to be a fixed value, independent
from the overall architecture. This is conservative as usually the clock delays are
better controlled as the clock frequency increases.
A second simulation is also provided in order to show the performance of the
system where one assumption is made more close to reality. According to the consid-
erations made during previous sections of this chapter, the more the group number
increases, the more the input signal is oversampled. In this simulation, we intro-
duce a new definition of time mismatch. The time mismatch between ADCs here
is chosen randomly with a maximum value fixed to a number that is related to the
overall structure sampling period and not to the one of the single converter like in
the previous case. This way its power is now independent from the number of groups
used in the algorithm.
The results of both simulations are going to be described in next subsection.
Analysis of results
The final result of the first simulation described in previous subsection is presented
in fig. 4.6. From fig. 4.6 can be noted how this system outperforms previous ones.
The SNR and SFDR are progressively improved with the increasing of the number
of groups. Following paragraphs are going to make some points about the obtained
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Figure 4.6: 14-bit system; max time error ± 1.5E-3 (referred to a single ADC
sampling period Ts). FIR filter with: max pass-band ripple = 1E-12, max stop-
band ripple = 1E-5, transition bandwidth = 10% pass-band. Ni=4.
results.
• As the number of groups increases, the noise power in the input bandwidth is
lowered.
The reason is due to the fact that, as explained during the mathematical analysis
of this method, the more the number of groups increases the more the mismatch
noise power is concentrated into high frequency spurs. These spurs are cut by the
filter and the remaining noise power is spread over the overall bandwidth due to the
random choice of ADCs inside each group.
• How the remaining noise is spread depends on how well the randomization is
performed inside elements of each group.
This depends on the number of extra converter per group ∆M . The higher this num-
ber, the better the noise is spread on the overall system output bandwidth. Looking
at fig. 4.6 in fact it is possible to note how the line corresponding to ∆M = 1
presents a rate of change in relation to the groups number that is less regular than
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the one corresponding to ∆M = 4. The standard deviation of the rate of change of
performance parameters is shown in fig. 4.7 and 4.8. As can be noted in fact, the
Figure 4.7: standard deviation of the rate of change of SFDR results plotted in fig.
4.6.
Figure 4.8: standard deviation of the rate of change of SNR results plotted in fig.
4.6.
standard variation of the rate of change of the improvement in SNR and SFDR over
the growing of the number of groups is decreasing with the increasing of ∆M .
Despite the worsening assumptions related to the way the mismatch error is
defined, the rate of change of SNR and SFDR versus group number is still increasing.
Concluding even from a worst case point of view both SNR and SFDR are improving
with the increasing of groups number.
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The following results uses the alternative means of describing timing mismatch.
From fig. 4.9 can be noted how the rate of change of SNR with the increasing of




























Figure 4.9: 16-bit system; max time error ± 2.5E-3 (referred to Ts of the overall
architecture). FIR filter with: max pass-band ripple = 1E-12, max stop-band ripple
= 1E-5, transition bandwidth = 10% pass-band. Ni=4.
groups number is higher compared with the one of the previous simulation.
The rate of change of the SFDR in this simulations seems to be very irregular.
The reason is due to the fact that here only one extra ADC per group has been used
and so the variance of the improvement of performance parameters over the number
of groups used is high. However, interpolating the obtained points using a least
mean square straight line approximation shows that its rate of change is positive.
Comparison of results
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 shows the performance in relation to 16 and 18 bit systems.
As can be noted from previous graphs, while the rate of change of SNR is quite
constant, the SFDR one is quite irregular due to ∆M = 1 as explained before. Fur-
thermore, looking at the 18-bit example, to achieve 18 ENOB, a SNR of 110.12dB
must be achieved. Picture 4.11 shows how with +-7.5E-5 of deterministic time
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Figure 4.10: 14-bit system; max time error ± 3E-4 (referred to a single ADC sam-
pling period Ts). FIR filter with: max pass-band ripple = 1E-12, max stop-band
ripple = 1E-5, transition bandwidth = 10% pass-band. Ni=4.
uncertainty between ADCs (referred to the channel ADCs sampling period), a ran-
domization technique (group number=1) is not able to achieve the desired goal,
while the proposed technique with G > 3 does. Table 4.1 shows SNR improvements
of fig. 4.6,4.10 and 4.11 in relation to the randomization technique.
The only drawback in doing this is that the higher the number of groups, the
greater the required accuracy of the time mismatch estimation algorithm, as we must
divide the ADCs accurately into the various groups. However as we are still seeking
only relative rankings, this remains a significantly simpler problem than experienced
by other correction schemes.
The behavior of the system in relation to signals with an input frequency higher
than the one of a single ADC is reported in fig. 4.12 and 4.13. As can be noted this
technique shows also good results for this kind of signals.
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Figure 4.11: 14-bit system; max time error ± 7.5E-5 (referred to a single ADC
sampling period Ts). FIR filter with: max pass-band ripple = 1E-12, max stop-
band ripple = 1E-5, transition bandwidth = 10% pass-band. Ni=4.
Table 4.1: table indicating improvement of proposed solution over randomization.
Data taken from 14(∆M = 4)-16-18 bit systems of fig. 4.6,4.10 and 4.11
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Figure 4.12: 14-bit system; max time error ± 4E-5 (referred to a single ADC sam-
pling period Ts). FIR filter with: max pass-band ripple = 1E-12, max stop-band
ripple = 1E-5, transition bandwidth = 10% pass-band. Ni=16.
4.2 Time, gain and offset mismatch correction
4.2.1 Extended optimality proof of the algorithm to gain
and offset mismatches
In all previous derivations, gain and offset mismatches have been considered to be
not present. Allowing them to be different from zero, what would be the impact of
them on the overall performance ?
From equation 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 time, gain and offset spurs magnitude coefficients


















As can be noted, both coefficients are related to mismatches in the same exponen-
tial way, only with the difference of a multiplicative factor gl and ol. Cause of this,
if all the operations made to proof the proposed method are applied at equation
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gain  & time mismatches
Figure 4.13: 14-bit system; max time error ± 4E-5 (referred to a single ADC sam-
pling period Ts). FIR filter with: max pass-band ripple = 1E-12, max stop-band
ripple = 1E-5, transition bandwidth = 10% pass-band. Ni=16. Groups=6.
4.2.12 instead of equation 4.1.3 as did before, it can be proved that the optimality
of this method is conserved. Fig. 4.14 shows the unfiltered output of a 16-bit system
with gain, time and offset errors while fig. 4.15 shows the same system with only
time errors. Comparing both pictures, it is possible to note how fig. 4.14 shows
almost the same spurs distribution as in fig. 4.15 without offset and gain errors.
The only difference is that in the first figure, between the two gain and time spurs,
there is an offset distortion harmonic. This shows the efficacy of this approach to
minimizing other mismatch effects. The shaping and subsequent filtering can also
remove those spurs arising from the gain and offset mismatches. However, even if
the system works perfectly, the achieved resolution (SFDR and SNR) in the first
case is lower than the second one. This is due to the fact that more mismatch noise
is injected in the system and even with noise-shaping, the in-band noise is higher.
This can be easily seen comparing the noise floor of the first and the second figures.
In conclusion, the proposed system not only corrects for time error mismatches but
also for gain and offset ones.
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gain  & time mismatches
Figure 4.14: 16-bit system, with time, gain and offset mismatches. Proposed method
with G=6 groups: signal before the filter.
Many existing systems have problems in correcting for both types of mismatches
since the performance of most mismatch characterization algorithms are sensitive to
the influence of one mismatch parameter on the detection and quantification of an-
other one. The system proposed in this thesis is not affected by this interdependency
as the mismatch estimation systems need only to rank them and not to estimate
their actual value. This fact makes this architecture quite independent from the
detection algorithms performance and allows a complete correction for all types of
mismatches at the same time.
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gain  & time mismatches
Figure 4.15: 16-bit system, with only time mismatches. Proposed method with G=6
groups: signal before the filter.
4.2.2 Simulation results in case of time, gain and offset mis-
matches
Simulation description
The following results show the performance of the system with gain and offset error
mismatches. The software is reported in appendix B.2. The simulations are similar
to the first set of simulations from the previous subsection for the case of time
mismatches. The number of groups varies from 1 to 8. The input bandwidth equals
Ni times the one of the single channel ADCs with Ni equals 4. The resolution of
each channel ADC is the same resolution of the overall system ,14, 16 and 18 bit
systems have been simulated. The number ∆M of extra ADCs per group G equals
to 1. This choice has been chosen since we want to minimize the area occupation of
the overall system and so all components that are not necessarily needed have been
removed from it. The parameters of the filter are selected in order that its non-
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idealities can be considered as negligible compared to the resolution of the system.
The time mismatch between each ADCs is chosen randomly according to a uniform
distribution. It is referred to the sampling period of each ADC in order to test the
system under worst case conditions (see simulations made in previous sections for a
detailed explanation about this point). Randomly chosen values of gain and offset
mismatches has been added to the system.
Analysis and comparison of results
Three figures 4.16,4.17 and 4.18 are presented in order to show how the proposed
method works in systems composed by channel ADCs of the same type with respec-
tively 14, 16 and 18 bits.


























Figure 4.16: 14-bit system; max time error ±3E-4 Ts single ADC, max gain error =
±1E-2 (Full scale), max offset error = ±30%LSB; FIR filter with: max pass-band
ripple=1E12, max stop-band ripple=1E-5, transition bandwidth=10% pass-band.
Ni=4.
As can be noted from previous graphs, the rate of change of SNR and SFDR
is quite irregular due to ∆M = 1 as explained before. Table 4.2 shows SNR im-
provements of fig. 4.16,4.17 and 4.18 in relation to the randomization technique.
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Figure 4.17: 16-bit system; max time error ±7.5E-5 Ts single ADC, max gain error
= ±1E-2 (Full scale), max offset error = ±30%LSB; FIR filter with: max pass-band
ripple=1E12, max stop-band ripple=1E-5, transition bandwidth=10% pass-band.
Ni=4.
It can be noted that the proposed systems outperforms previous ones. The more
the number of groups are increased, the more the algorithm is able to correct for
mismatch errors.
Table 4.2: table indicating improvement of proposed solution over randomization.
Data taken from 14-16-18 bit systems of fig. 4.16,4.17 and 4.18
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Figure 4.18: 18-bit system; max time error ±3E-5 Ts single ADC, max gain error =
±2E-3 (Full scale), max offset error = ±20%LSB; FIR filter with: max pass-band
ripple=1E12, max stop-band ripple=1E-5, transition bandwidth=10% pass-band.
Ni=4.
Looking at table 4.2, comparing the 3 simulations, it can be noticed that the rate
of improvement changes significantly. This is related to the amount of mismatch
error power in the system. Changing it also changes the rate of change of SNR
over the group numbers. The more mismatch error power, compared to the final
resolution of the system, the better the algorithm works in removing it. This is
the main reason why the proposed algorithm seems to work better for the 16-bit
system. Looking at figure 4.17, the amount of mismatch noise power is so high that
the algorithm needs at least 7 groups in order to reach the desired SNR compatible
with the 16-bits specified. In the other examples the minimum number of groups
needed is lower, that’s why the rate of change of SNR over group number is so high
in the 16-bit system.
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4.2.3 Simulation results: area occupation point of view
In order to compare different techniques from a different point of view, the following
simulation was made. The software is reported in appendix B.3.
Simulation description
This simulation compares the proposed technique to existing ones for a time in-
terleaving architecture having a fixed number of ADCs and a fixed input signal
bandwidth. The outcome of this simulation, looking at previous simulations, is not
so trivial to forecast. The main limitation is given by the limited number of ADCs
that can be used. According to equation 4.1.10, this implies that the higher the
number of groups, the lower the number of interleaved ADCs is. In addition, some
ADCs are used in order to allow randomization and not to oversample the input
signal.
Going more into the detail of the simulation, we note that if the number of ADCs
of the overall architecture N is fixed, than, the number of interleaved ADC from eq.
4.1.11 equals to:
GNi = N −G∆M (4.2.13)
if we assume ∆M = 1 and N fixed, GNi decreases with the increasing of G. If
we compare systems with different values of G but with a constant input signal
bandwidth, with the increasing of G, the OSR is reduced and so the SNR tend to be
worsened. On the other hand, previous results (fig. 4.6-4.9) show that performance
parameters, even with worst case assumptions, improve with the increase in group
number as more mismatch power noise is spread out of the band of interest. In
order to understand the result of this two opposite effects the software reported in
appendix B.3 has been developed. The simulations show that the SNR and SFDR
of systems having the same number of ADCs and the same input bandwidth for
different values of G. The ADCs in this simulation are arranged in order to achieve
the highest possible resolution for the given number of groups. The architecture
to do this is to oversample the input signal as much as possible and than consider
only a little fraction of the overall allowed bandwidth in order to increase SNR. The
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input bandwidth of the whole architecture is common for all simulations in order to
be able to compare them.
Analysis and comparison of results
Simulations results are reported in picture 4.19 and table 4.3.






















Figure 4.19: 16-bit system; max time error +-1.5E-4 Ts single ADC, max gain error
= ±1E-2 (Full scale), max offset error = ±30%LSB. FIR filter with: max pass-
band ripple = 1E-12, max stop-band ripple = 1E-5, transition bandwidth = 10%
pass-band. N=60.
As can be noted, even from this point of view the best way to arrange a fixed
number N of ADCs is to apply the proposed algorithm with as many groups G
as possible. Both SFDR and SNR are improved and, with reference to previous
simulation, for a random sampling time error deviation of ±1.5E − 4, only the
proposed technique with G > 4 is able to achieve 16 effective bit of linearity. Table
4.3 provides details on the performance gains achieved in this system. Finally, it
can be seen that with this level of timing mismatch, only a configuration using at
least four groups can obtain an effective 16 bit resolution. Pictures of fig. 4.20 and
4.21 show a similar behavior in the case of ADCs with 18 and 14 bit of resolution.
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Table 4.3: Table indicating improvement of proposed solution over randomization.
Data from fig. 4.19.



















Figure 4.20: 18-bit system; max time error ±3E-5 Ts single ADC, max gain error
= ±2E-3 (Full scale), max offset error = ±20%LSB. FIR filter with: max pass-
band ripple=1E-12, max stop-band ripple = 1E-5, transition bandwidth = 10%
pass-band. N=60.
4.2.4 Simulation results: influence of conversion law non-
linearity
A further test of the system could be performed in order to see the performance of
it in the case of a random nonlinear conversion law transfer function. The software
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Figure 4.21: 14-bit system; max time error ±6E-4 Ts single ADC, max gain error
= ±1E-2 (Full scale), max offset error = ±30%LSB. FIR filter with: max pass-
band ripple=1E-12, max stop-band ripple = 1E-5, transition bandwidth = 10%
pass-band. N=60.
is reported in appendix B.4.
Simulation description
In all previously described simulations, all ADCs were modelled with an ideal con-
version law. In order to get more close to the real world, in this simulation the ideal
conversion law has been substituted with a real one with variations from the ideal
model. These variations have been chosen randomly according to a uniform distri-
bution. Randomly chosen values of gain and offset mismatches has been added to
the system. The number of groups varies from 1 to 4. The input bandwidth equals
Ni times the one of the single channel ADCs with Ni equals 2. The resolution of
each channel ADC is the same resolution of the overall system that is 10-bit. The
total number of ADCs into the system N is fixed to the value of 12 ADCs. The
parameters of the filter are selected in order that its non-idealities can be considered
as negligible compared to the resolution of the system. The time mismatch between
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each ADCs is chosen randomly according to a uniform distribution. It is referred to
the sampling period of each ADC in order to test the system under worst case con-
ditions (see simulations made in previous sections for a detailed explanation about
this point).
Considering that this simulation wants to quantize the impact of conversion law
non-idealities on the efficiency of the algorithm, during the simulation non-linearities
have been decreased according with the graph reported in picture 4.22. As it can






























Figure 4.22: 10-bit system; max time error ±1.5E-4 Ts single ADC, max gain error
=±1E-3 (Full scale), max offset error =±60%LSB; FIR filter with: max pass-band
ripple=1E-12, max stop-band ripple=1E-5, transition bandwidth = 10% pass-band.
Ni=2, N=12 ADCs.
be noted, the integral conversion law non-linearity is reduced by 60% at every step.
Obtained results are discussed in next paragraphs.
Analysis and comparison of results
Figure 4.23 shows the results of the previously described simulation. As can be noted
from this figure, increasing the group number always increases the performance of
the system in term of SNR. This shows that the system is able to provide good results
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Figure 4.23: 10-bit system; max time error ±1.5E-4 Ts single ADC, max gain
error=±10E3(Full scale), max offset error=±60%LSB; FIR filter with: max pass-
band ripple=1E-12, max stop-band ripple=1E-5, transition bandwidth=10% pass-
band. Ni=2, N=12 ADCs. INL and DNL variation reduction every step according
with fig. 4.22.
even in the worsening conditions explained before. A strange behavior affects SFDR.
It seems in fact to be that the proposed system doesn’t improve it at all. Spurious
free dynamic range is the ratio between the signal and the biggest spurious tone
in the signal spectrum. This means that the more spurs are high in magnitude,
the more SFDR is worsened. In this simulation, the biggest spurs are not caused
by mismatches between different ADCs in the architecture, but by the non-linear
conversion law. This means that this technique is not able to reduce conversion
law non-linearities. Figure 4.24 shows some output signal spectrums demonstrating
these effects. In picture a and b it is possible to notice that the SFDR is not
limited by the noise floor but by distortion spurs much higher than that level. From
both pictures it can be also noticed that even if the spurs due to gain, time and
offset mismatches are almost completely eliminated by the algorithm, the ones due
to conversion law non-linearities are not and represent the main limitation of the
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Figure 4.24: some output cases of picture 4.23. Output spectrum of step 1 with 4
groups: a) filtered output, b) unfiltered output. Output spectrum of step 4 with 4
groups: c) filtered output, d) unfiltered output.
resolution of the system. In figure 4.24b, the red circle highlights the fact that the
biggest spurious tone (dark *) is not due to time, gain or offset mismatches, but
non-linearities in the conversion law.
In the fourth image, SFDR seems to improve as the number of groups increases
and this strange behavior seems to disappear. This is because the spurs generated
by the non-linear conversion law are not significant compared to the ones generated
by time, gain and offset mismatches. This is highlight by the red circle of fig. 4.24
d. The biggest spurious tone in fact (dark *), here is due to offset mismatches.
However in picture c, a similar behavior to fig. 4.24 a is shown.
In conclusion, if these spurs due to non-linearities rather than mismatches are
below the noise floor, the system works as expected and improves both the SNR
and SFDR, otherwise the system performance is limited by the non-linearities of
the channel ADCs. This is demonstrated in figure 4.24 where it is possible to notice
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that the SFDR is not limited by the noise floor but by significant spurs arising from
non-linearities.
4.3 Summary
This chapter describes the proposed system and tests it in order to show its per-
formance under different conditions. To make an absolute comparative analysis of
the proposed methods on the matter of performance is quite difficult because dif-
ferent parameters inside the proposed algorithm are highly correlated. Due to this
fact, usually a change in the number of groups for example, implies a change in the
number of ADCs in the system. This is the reason why results are described and
compared with existing methods from different point of view and perspectives.
Section 1 describes the proposed technique for time mismatch correction. Sim-
ulation results are also described and compared with existing systems. Section 2
describes the proposed system for gain, time and offset mismatch error correction.
Simulation results are described from many perspectives. The area occupation point
of view and the influence of conversion law non-linearities have been presented.
The common point of all the different comparisons is that this approach out-
performs existing techniques. The randomization technique and the Vogel’s method
shows worse performance compared with this method. The proposed solution offers
an algorithm that is easy to implement, it doesn’t require complex computations
and it is not limited by any particular technology.
It is also important to notice that this method has been tested under different
bandwidth and resolution specifications. In addition to that, performance reported
have been tested for input signals with a frequency that is less, equal and even
greater than the sampling frequency of each channel ADC.
In relation to this last point, it’s important to say that in order to allow the
input signal to have a frequency higher than the sampling one of a channel ADC,
the ADC must preserve good linearity properties also for signals of this kind inside
the overall system bandwidth.
Another limitation of the proposed system is that it has some problems to correct
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for conversion law non-linearities, but this is a common unsolved problem for almost
all mismatches correction techniques.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future work
5.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the key research contributions and results, and provides
some recommendations for future work. There were two general thrusts of this
research: 1) Solutions to overcome limitations in the speed-linearity product of ADC
sampling stages were investigated. 2) Mathematical analysis of previous solutions
were performed in order to solve the outstanding issues in time interleaved ADCs.
Objectives of high levels of integration, area occupation, power and performances
issues were also considered when proposing our new methodology. The proposed
solution outperforms existing techniques and offers an ease to implement method
that is not limited to any particular technology.
5.2 Key research contributions and Results
This research explored the creation of a new architecture for a high-speed, high-
resolution Analog to digital Converter able to overcome performances and limita-
tions of previous ones. The new architecture is based on paralleled structures in
order to achieve high sampling rate and at the same time high resolution. Paral-
lelization is performed both in time and space. In order to solve problems related to
Time-interleaved architectures, an advanced randomization method was introduced.
It combines randomization and spectral shaping of timing and compared to conven-
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tional randomization algorithms, it improves the SFDR as well as the SINAD. Key
research contributions and results are summarized below:
• Investigated limitations of current ADC architectures with particular reference
to the bottleneck of these systems. Linearity limitations of input stages have
been analyzed as well as conversion law non-linearities.
• Presented a new architectural solution able to overcome and to solve state of
the art performance limitations.
• Analyzed and simulated the presented solution with both mathematical equa-
tions and computer-based simulations.
• Investigated the state of the art of solutions for problems and limitations in
Parallelized architectures.
• Proposed a new solution able to outperform previous ones. The new solution is
an advanced randomization method that combines randomization and spectral
shaping of mismatches. With a simple low-pass filter the method can improve
the SFDR as well as the SINAD.
• Analyzed with both simulations and mathematical analysis from different
point of view the efficacy and the easy to implement characteristics of this
new method.
5.3 Recommended Future Work
The first part of this thesis focused primarily on the design of a new ADC archi-
tecture able to outperform previous ones. Many of the enabling technologies were
investigated, and many of these techniques are general to all ADC architectures.
The majority of the work however focused on techniques to minimise the effect of
mismatches, thus making the construction of a high performance time-interleaved
ADC easier. The main advantage of the proposed solution over previous ones is
that the requirements on the mismatch identification are very low. Furthermore
the correction algorithm is simple and can be implemented on-line and also with a
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simple digital logic unit. A highly desirable next steps would be the implementa-
tion of the algorithm on a Field Programmable Gate Array with custom designed
channel ADCs, with known or controllable characeteristics. In this way empirical
measurements could support our theoretical analyses.
A further research area could be the investigation of a possible solution for the
issue of minimizing the effects of non-linearities in individual channel ADCs. IF this
could be achieved, smaller, lower cost channel ADCs could be designed, utilsing the
power of digital circuitry to correct for any errors.
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Appendix A
How to perform a simulation in
order to test Track and Hold
linearity parameters
A.1 Introduction
The best way to test system linearity parameters is to perform a FFT simulation of
the input and output data. If the system is linear, the output spectra is an exact copy
of the input one except for a difference in the amplitude scaling factor and a delay in
time. The non-linear behavior of a system can be quantified looking at the frequency
spectrum of the output signal. Distortion infact generates harmonics that are located
at frequencies multiple of the fundamental one. The more the system is distorting the
input signal, the more distortion harmonics can be compared in amplitude with the
fundamental one. This way is very effective in quantifying distortion and linearity
parameters, however it is very difficult to set simulation parameters properly in
order to obtain the desired output without any influence by the finite simulation
time, finite digit resolution simulator, finite resolution solving algorithm, finite CPU
speed etc... The aim of this section is to elaborate a mathematical theory able to
allow the user to set FFT simulation parameters in order to estimate the linearity of a
system in the best way possible for the given constraints. This mathematical theory
gives closed form solutions to all problems a designer has to face while performing
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linearity simulations. In order to avoid the negative effect of raised problems, the
following conditions must be all true:
(1): The FFT simulation must process 2q number of samples where x is related to
the FFT frequency resolution in bit; this optimizes the solving FFT algorithm.
(2): The processed signal must contain an integer number of input signal periods;
this avoids the finite length signal problem.
(3): The signal must be sampled and processed in different points along one period
in order to test system linearity in different points of the sinusoid cycle (the phase
of the sampled signal module 2pi never repeats in 2x points); this assures to test the
linearity behavior in as many points as possible for the given constraints.
(4): Simulator resolution must be properly set as well as the solving algorithm steps;
the resolution error should be keep as little as possible in order to not cover distortion
harmonics with simulation quantization noise. In the section 5.2 the mathematical
theory in order to match all these conditions is developed while in section 5.3 an
example of these powerful formulas is presented.
A.2 Development of mathematical theory
A.2.1 Solving for conditions of points (1) and (4)
The fact that the processed signal must contain 2q number of samples is due to the
fact that the FFT algorithm is very efficient when a power of 2 samples are processed.
The parameter q in this condition is unknown, to set it, it must be known that it
is related to the simulator quantization noise floor. This kind of noise is related to
the fact that, every signal processed by a real simulator is made by a finite number
of digit. The real value of a pure sinusoidal signal, in a determined point usually is
made by an infinite long number of digit. The simulator, approximates the value of
the signal with its finite digit resolution and the noise generated by this process has
the same characteristic of quantization noise generated by an A/D Converter (in
practice it is a conversion process). This noise floor should be kept lower than the
linearity requirement of the device under test in order not to cover with it distortion
harmonics of the system under test. The power of this quantization noise entirely
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depends on the simulator resolution (simulation step, relative tolerance etc...), but
the level of the noise floor depends on the parameter q. This is because this power is
spread all over the FFT harmonics of the output spectrum. To keep the quantization
noise power as low as possible the simulator print step time and solving algorithm
time step must be fixed at the same value. This value must be as little as possible
and a power of 10 more little of the FFT sampling period. This is in order to
sample not interpolated value of the input signal. Considering that the number of
harmonics is exactly like the simulation number of points equal to 2q, the higher
this number is and the lower the noise floor is. The ratio between the power of
the simulator approximation noise and the FFT quantization noise floor is the FFT
quantization noise processing gain FFTQNPGain is equal to:








These ideas are clarified by the following example:
Question: ’Given a simulator with an absolute resolution of 2−10 and a sinusoidal
signal with amplitude equal to 1Volt; we want to obtain a noise floor lower than
100db. What is the value of q ?’
Solution: the quantization noise power QNP is given by:
QNP ≈ 6.02 · (resolutionbits) + 1.76 = 6.02 · 10 + 1.76 = 61.96dB (A.2.3)
the needed processing gain is:
FFTQNPGain(dB) > 100−QNP = 100− 61.96 = 38.04dB (A.2.4)
substituting into eq. A.2.2:
q > (38.04/3.01) + 1 = 13.64 (A.2.5)
with a value of q=14, a -102.89dB noise floor is obtained.
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A.2.2 Solving for conditions of points (2) and (3)
To match the conditions that the input signal must be sampled 2x times in C integer









Cause of the fact that there are 2 unknown variables and in only one equation, there
is one more degree of freedom that can be used to match the last condition of points
(2) and (3). This equation doesn’t take into account that the phase of the sampled
signal module 2pi must never repeats in 2x points. Now a sampling instant kTs is
considered. Cause of the fact that the signal is periodic with period Tx, the same
phase shift of the periodic signal is repeated every m integer number of the signal
period Tx. This way the same phase shift point are being sampled every kTs +mTx
seconds. The missing condition is achieved if the first occurrence of this happens
for every value of m greater than C. The preceding sentence is summarized in the
following expression:
kTs + nTs = mTx + kTs, only with m ≥ C (A.2.8)
substituting eq.A.2.7 into eq.A.2.8:
nC = m2x, only with m ≥ C (A.2.9)
this condition is verified if the minimum common multiple (m.c.m.) of C, 2x equals
C · 2x. This is true if C is prime factor composed by numbers different from 2 that
simply means that C must be odd. Once matched this condition, the frequency of








Even if a closed form for Fx is derived, now the exact value of Fx is still unknown.
C in fact can assume all odd value between 1 and infinite. Thanks to this degree
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of freedom, there is the possibility to set approximately the input signal frequency
value. It is now possible to state that:
Fx = kFs (A.2.11)
where Fs = 1/Ts.Substituting eq.A.2.11 into eq.A.2.10 and solving for C:
C = 2xk (A.2.12)
Even if this equation now sets a determined value for C, there is no guarantee that
this value is a decimal number with finite number of digit. This further condition is
necessary in order to be able to insert it in the simulator without any approximation
error. To match this, if we define Ts and C as:
Ts = g · 2h · 2y (A.2.13)
C = J · g (A.2.14)













Looking at previous equation it can be noted that Fx is given by an equation where
the denominator is composed by powers of 2 and 5. This assures that Fx is a decimal








, if y < x+ h (A.2.18)
in both cases the numerator is composed by integer numbers and the denominator
by a power of 10. This leads to:
Fx = J2
(y−x−h)10−y, if y ≥ x+ h (A.2.19)
Fx = J5
(x+h−y)10−(x+h), if y < x+ h (A.2.20)
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After all these equations, one link is still missing; what is the relationship between
q (conditions 1 and 4) and x (conditions 2 and 3)? The period of observation of the
input signal T0 is given by:
T0 = 2
qTs (A.2.21)
the period Tnr during which the the input signal is never sampled twice in the same
phase shift points module 2pi is:
Tnr = 2
xTs (A.2.22)
The ratio v between To and Tnr is the number of times the input signal is sampled








Now the resulting FFT spectrum in both sub-sampling and oversampling case is
going to be presented.
(Case 1) Sub-sampling:
The number of spectral lines equals to 2(q−1), the position of the spectral line cor-
responding to Fx in this case is quite difficult to calculate cause of the aliasing
effect of this type of sampling. An easy explanation of the solution is provided
through the help of the picture of fig.A.1. As it is possible to infer from picture A.1,
the sine-wave generated from sampled data looks a sinusoidal signal with a period
equals to Txonspectrum. Txonspectrum equals to the number of samples sampling it in
different phase shift module 2pi points multiplied by Ts. In our case, the number of









using equations A.2.25, A.2.23, and considering that the frequency resolution of the
FFT equals to δf = Fs/2
q, the position Pfx of Fx expressed in terms of spectral
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Figure A.1: Input signal, sampling time and aliasing effect. (picture from [76])









This means that, the number of the spectral lines comprises between 0 and Fx
spectral line can be chosen simply by observing the input signal for a time that is v
times 2xTs. Picture of fig.A.2 shows preceding expressions results in graphical way.
An important remark should be noted on the relative position r of Fx spectral line
Figure A.2: Output spectrum of an FFT in the case that Fx > Fs/2.
over Fs/2. Using equations A.2.26,A.2.23 and the fact that the FFT contains 2q−1












As can be noted r depends only on the on the parameter x.
(Case 2) Over-sampling:
This case is easier than the preceding one because aliasing is not present. Using
equations A.2.10, A.2.23, and considering that the frequency resolution of the FFT
equals to δf = Fs/2



















= C2(1−x) ≈ 2k (A.2.29)
As can be noted r depends approximately only on the on the parameter k. Picture
of fig.A.3 shows preceding expressions results in graphical way.
Figure A.3: Output spectrum of an FFT in the case that Fx < Fs/2.
A.3 Practical examples
Question: ’basing on the following input data, set FFT simulator parameter in order
to test the linearity of a system with frequencies that are one third of the sampling
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frequency and 6 times it. Given data : (a) Fs = 10 Mhz; (b) v = 2; (c) x = 10;’
Solution: from (a), (eq.A.2.13) and (eq.A.2.14):




= 100 · 10−9s (A.3.31)
substituting into (eq.A.2.15) and (A.3.30):
J ≈ k2x ≈ k210 (A.3.32)
from the text of the question it is known that k1 = 0.3 and k2 = 6. Substituting
this into past equations and knowing that C1,2 must be odd:
C1 ≈ 1024 · 0.3 ≈ 307.2→ 307 (A.3.33)




1024 · 100 · 10−9 = 2.998046875MHz (A.3.35)
Fx1 =
6145
1024 · 100 · 10−9 = 60.009765625MHz (A.3.36)
using data (c), (b), (eq.A.3.31) and (eq.A.2.21), in both case T0 equals to:
T0 = 2 · 1024 · 100 · 10−9 = 204.8 · 10−6s (A.3.37)
The power of this theory is shown in pictures of fig.A.4 and A.5. The simulator
print time step is set to 0.1ns and the solving algorithm step is kept constant at
the same value. Should be noted that according to past equations the spectral line
corresponding to the input signal is located approximately at 60% of the frequency
axis. Furthermore, as it is shown in the zoom of picture A.6 that the spectral line
corresponding to the input signal is exactly the second one after the zero.
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Figure A.4: Output signal spectrum with k=0.3.
Figure A.5: Output signal spectrum with k=6.
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Figure A.6: Zoom of picture A.5 (low frequency spectral lines).
Appendix B
Simulation softwares
B.1 Software simulating the TI architecture per-
formance for fixed input bandwidth and group
number
(This is directly related to picture of fig. 4.6)
clear all; clc; close all;
%%% copyright information
fprintf(’\n\n Software simulating the TI architecture performance’);
fprintf(’\n for fixed input bandwidth and group number’);
fprintf(’\n N.U.I. Maynooth’);
fprintf(’\n Author: Francesco Zanini \n Supervisor: Ronan Farrell \n -
-Date: 28/8/2006 \n’);
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nbit=14;
ni=4; % ratio between the input bandwidth of single -
-ADC and overall structure. dtmax=30;
Pe=10^-4; % time error weight constant






htb=0.1; % filter transition bandwidth % of passband
deltap=10^-12; % max passband ripple (filter response)
deltas=10^-5; % max stopband ripple (filter response)
ap=1;as=0; % filter gain in passband and stopband
ncoeff=512; % filter spectrum visualization points
vfilt=1; % show filter spectrum (1=yes, 0=no)
SNRt=[]; SFDRt=[];
%%%%%%
%%% main simulation cycle
for vbk=bkst:bk for vsim=vst:v
fprintf(’\n\n group=%d delta M=%d ...\n’,vsim,vbk);
dni=vbk; % number of extra converters each group.
group=vsim; % number of groups
N=sl+2*ps; % number input signal samples analyzed;
ncon=group*(ni+dni); % here it is supposed that OSR=group
nused=ni*group;
nc=ni+dni;
gain=zeros(1,ncon); % gain and offset errors already been -
-corrected
off=zeros(1,ncon);
seqt=round(rand(1,ncon)*dtmax-dtmax/2); % random time mismat-
-ches sequence
dt=sort(seqt); % sorting of time mismatches from lowest to -
-highest: main algorithm principle
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-))); % fissa 1 ADC
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if ((datafft2(k)>datafft2(k-3)+3) && (datafft2(k)>data-
-fft2(k+3)+3))
[i1,j1]=max(datafft2(k-3:k+3));

















if (g>=0 && g<=h) plot(h1(g),datafft2(g),’r*’);text-
-(h1(g),datafft2(g),[’+’ num2str(k)]);end;
g=round(h*2*k/ncon)-j+2;




- mismatches’,’gain & time mismatches’);
xlabel(’f/Fs(single ADC)’);ylabel(’spectrum magnitude (dB)’);
title([’unfiltered sampled signal analysis groups=’ num2-
-str(vsim) ’ extraconv-per-group=’ num2str(vbk)]);
hold off;
fprintf(’\n Unfiltered signal:’);
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fprintf(’\n signal tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs(single ADC)) -
-\n with an intensity of %6f dB ’,h1(j),i);
fprintf(’\n biggest distortion tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs(sin-
-gle ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB’,h1(peak(j1)),i1);
fprintf(’\n SFDR rilevated : %6f dB’,SFDR);
fprintf(’\n SNR unfiltered: %6f dB’,SNR);
%%% digital filtering of converted signal to cut noise and-
- harmonics
%%% calculus of equiripple filter to cut spurious distortion-
- harmonics
if (vsim>1)
fcut=1/vsim; % filter cutoff frequency
fpf=fcut*(1-htb);
fsf=fcut*(1+htb);
[M,ff,m,w]= firpmord([fpf fsf],[ap as],[deltap deltas],fs);
fprintf(’\n Filter order: %6d ’,M);
[b, delta]= firpm(M,ff,m,w);




title([’Filter Frequency Response Magnitude groups=’ -








%%% calculations on the converted signal
Yout=fft(outdf); % spettro
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if ((datafft2(k)>datafft2(k-3)+3) && -
-(datafft2(k)>datafft2(k+3)+3))
[i1,j1]=max(datafft2(k-3:k+3));













xlabel(’f/Fs(single ADC)’);ylabel(’spectrum magnitude -
-(dB)’);title([’filtered signal spectrum; groups=’ num-
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-2str(vsim) ’ extraconv-per-group=’ num2str(vbk)]);
hold off;
fprintf(’\n Filtered signal:’);
fprintf(’\n signal tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs(single -
-ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB ’,h1(j),i);
fprintf(’\n biggest distortion tone rilevated at %6f -
-(f/Fs(single ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB’,h1-
-(peak(j1)),i1);
fprintf(’\n SFDR rilevated : %6f dB’,SFDR);





fprintf(’\n\n calculation ended \n’);
end; end;
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fprintf(’\n\n Simulation ended. \n’);
%%% end
B.2 Software simul. the TI arch. perf. with gain
and offset error mismatches for fixed input
bandwidth and group number
(This is directly related to picture of fig. 4.17)
clear all; clc; close all;
%%% copyright information
fprintf(’\n\n Software simulating the TI architecture performance’);
fprintf(’\n with gain and offset error mismatches’);
fprintf(’\n for fixed input bandwidth and group number’);
fprintf(’\n N.U.I. Maynooth’);
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fprintf(’\n Author: Francesco Zanini \n Supervisor: Ronan Farrell-




ps=2500; % margine per 0 phase delay filter
sl=2^13; f=2^-7; fs=2; nbit=16;
ni=4; % ratio between the input bandwidth of single -
-ADC and overall structure. dtmax=30;
Pe=5*10^-6; % time error weight constant
errfix=1; % 0=% in the overall structure (Ts); 1=% in -
-one ADC (Tss) bkst=1; bk=1; vst=1; v=8;
htb=0.1; % filter transition bandwidth % of passband
deltap=10^-12; % max passband ripple (filter response)
deltas=10^-5; % max stopband ripple (filter response)
ap=1;as=0; % filter gain in passband and stopband
ncoeff=512; % filter spectrum visualization points
vfilt=0; % show filter spectrum (1=yes, 0=no)
SNRt=[]; SFDRt=[]; gmax=10^-2; omax=30;
%%%%%%
%%% main simulation cycle
for vbk=bkst:bk for vsim=vst:v
fprintf(’\n\n group=%d delta M=%d ...\n’,vsim,vbk);
dni=vbk; % number of extra converters each group.
group=vsim; % number of groups
N=sl+2*ps; % number input signal samples analyzed;





seqt=round(rand(1,ncon)*dtmax-dtmax/2); % random time mis-
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-matches sequence
dt=sort(seqt); % sorting of time mismatches from lowest to -
-highest: main algorithm principle
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%%% plot of fft spectrum with some highlighting in it.
figure;hold on;grid on;
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if ((datafft2(k)>datafft2(k-3)+3) && (datafft2(k)>data-
-fft2(k+3)+3))
[i1,j1]=max(datafft2(k-3:k+3));

















if (g>=0 && g<=h) plot(h1(g),datafft2(g),’r*’);text(h1-
-(g),datafft2(g),[’+’ num2str(k)]);end;
g=round(h*2*k/ncon)-j+2;




- mismatches’,’gain & time mismatches’);
xlabel(’f/Fs(single ADC)’);ylabel(’spectrum magnitude (dB)’);
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title([’unfiltered sampled signal analysis groups=’ num2-
-str(vsim) ’ extra conv per group=’ num2str(vbk)]);
hold off;
fprintf(’\n Unfiltered signal:’);
fprintf(’\n signal tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs(single ADC)) -
-\n with an intensity of %6f dB ’,h1(j),i);
fprintf(’\n biggest distortion tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs-
-(single ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB’,h1(peak(j1)),i1);
fprintf(’\n SFDR rilevated : %6f dB’,SFDR);
fprintf(’\n SNR unfiltered: %6f dB’,SNR);
%%% digital filtering of converted signal to cut noise -
-and harmonics
%%% calculus of equiripple filter to cut spurious distor-
-tion harmonics
if (vsim>1)
fcut=1/vsim; % filter cutoff frequency
fpf=fcut*(1-htb);
fsf=fcut*(1+htb);
[M,ff,m,w]= firpmord([fpf fsf],[ap as],[deltap deltas],fs);
fprintf(’\n Filter order: %6d ’,M);
[b, delta]= firpm(M,ff,m,w);




title([’Filter Frequency Response Magnitude groups=-
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outdf=outdf(ps:(ps+sl-1));




















if ((datafft2(k)>datafft2(k-3)+3) && (datafft2(k)>-
-datafft2(k+3)+3))
[i1,j1]=max(datafft2(k-3:k+3));
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title([’filtered signal spectrum groups=’ num2-
-str(vsim) ’ extraconv-per-group=’ num2str(vbk)]);
hold off;
fprintf(’\n Filtered signal:’);
fprintf(’\n signal tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs(single-
- ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB ’,h1(j),i);
fprintf(’\n biggest distortion tone rilevated at %6f -
-(f/Fs(single ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB’,-
-h1(peak(j1)),i1);
fprintf(’\n SFDR rilevated : %6f dB’,SFDR);





fprintf(’\n\n calculation ended \n’);
end; end;
%%% main plot procedure












end; figure; subplot(2,1,1); plot(vect’,SFDRtp,’-*’);
hold on;grid on; ylabel(’SFDR dB’);xlabel(’group number’);
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legend(testo); hold off; subplot(2,1,2);
plot(vect’,SNRtp,’-*’); hold on;grid on; ylabel(’SNR dB’);
xlabel(’group number’); legend(testo); hold off;
fprintf(’\n\n Simulation ended. \n’);
%%% end
B.3 Software simul. the TI arch. perf. for fixed
input bandwidth, group number and ADCs
number
(This is directly related to picture of fig. 4.19)
clear all; clc; close all;
%%% copyright information
fprintf(’\n\n Software simulating the TI architecture performance’);
fprintf(’\n for fixed input bandwidth, group number and ADCs number’);
fprintf(’\n N.U.I.Maynooth’);
fprintf(’\n Author: Francesco Zanini \n Supervisor: Ronan Farrell -
-\n Date: 28/8/2006 \n’);




ps=2500; % margin for 0 phase delay filter
sl=2^13; f=2^-7; fs=2; nbit=16; dtmax=30;
Pe=10^-5; % time error weight constant
errfix=1; % 0=% in the overall structure (Ts); 1=% in one -
-ADC (Tss)
vst=1; v=6;
htb=0.1; % filter transition bandwidth % of passband
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deltap=10^-12; % max passband ripple (filter response)
deltas=10^-5; % max stopband ripple (filter response)
ap=1;as=0; % filter gain in passband and stopband
ncoeff=512; % filter spectrum visualization points
vfilt=0; % show filter spectrum (1=yes, 0=no)
SNRt=[]; SFDRt=[];
%%%%%%
%%% main simulation cycle






group=vsim; % number of groups






gain=zeros(1,ncon); % gain and offset errors already been-
- corrected
off=zeros(1,ncon);
seqt=round(rand(1,ncon)*dtmax-dtmax/2); % random time mis-
-matches sequence
dt=sort(seqt); % sorting of time mismatches from lowest to -
-highest: main algorithm principle
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if ((datafft2(k)>datafft2(k-3)+3) && (datafft2(k)>data-
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-fft2(k+3)+3))
[i1,j1]=max(datafft2(k-3:k+3));

















if (g>=0 && g<=h) plot(h1(g),datafft2(g),’r*’);text(h1-
-(g),datafft2(g),[’+’ num2str(k)]);end;
g=round(h*2*k/ncon)-j+2;




-set mismatches’,’gain & time mismatches’);
xlabel(’f/Fs(single ADC)’);ylabel(’spectrum magnitude (dB)’);




fprintf(’\n signal tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs(single ADC)) -
-\n with an intensity of %6f dB ’,h1(j),i);
fprintf(’\n biggest distortion tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs-
-(single ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB’,h1(peak(j1)),i1);
fprintf(’\n SFDR rilevated : %6f dB’,SFDR);
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fprintf(’\n SNR unfiltered: %6f dB’,SNR);
%%% digital filtering of converted signal to cut noise and -
-harmonics
%%% calculus of equiripple filter to cut spurious distortion -
-harmonics
%%%
fcut=nimin/nused; % filter cutoff frequency
fpf=fcut*(1-htb);
fsf=fcut*(1+htb);
[M,ff,m,w]= firpmord([fpf fsf],[ap as],[deltap delt-
-as],fs);
fprintf(’\n Filter order: %6d ’,M);
[b, delta]= firpm(M,ff,m,w);
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if ((datafft2(k)>datafft2(k-3)+3) && (datafft2(k)>-
-datafft2(k+3)+3))
[i1,j1]=max(datafft2(k-3:k+3));













xlabel(’f/Fs(single ADC)’);ylabel(’spectrum magnitude -




fprintf(’\n signal tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs(single -
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-ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB ’,h1(j),i);
fprintf(’\n biggest distortion tone rilevated at %6f -
-(f/Fs(single ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB’,h1-
-(peak(j1)),i1);
fprintf(’\n SFDR rilevated : %6f dB’,SFDR);




fprintf(’\n\n calculation ended \n’);
end;
%%% main plot procedure













hold off; subplot(2,1,2); plot(vect’,SNRtp,’-*’);
hold on;grid on; ylabel(’SNR dB’);xlabel(’group number’);
hold off; fprintf(’\n\n Simulation ended. \n’);
%%% end
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B.4 Software simul. the TI arch. perf. for fixed
input bandwidth and group number with non-
linear random conversion law
(This is directly related to picture of fig. 4.22 and 4.23)
clear all; clc; close all;
%%% copyright information
fprintf(’\n\n Software simulating the TI architecture performance’);
fprintf(’\n for fixed input bandwidth and group number with’);
fprintf(’\n non-linear random conversion law’);
fprintf(’\n N.U.I. Maynooth’);
fprintf(’\n Author: Francesco Zanini \n Supervisor: Ronan Farrell -
-\n Date: 28/8/2006




ps=2500; % margine per 0 phase delay filter
sl=2^13; f=2^-5; fs=2; nbit=10;
ncon=12; % ratio between the input bandwidth of single -
-ADC and overall structure.
ni=2; dtmax=30;
Pe=10^-5; % time error weight constant
errfix=1; % 0=% in the overall structure (Ts); 1=% in one -
-ADC (Tss) bkst=1; bk=4; vst=1; v=4;
htb=0.1; % filter transition bandwidth % of passband
deltap=10^-12; % max passband ripple (filter response)
deltas=10^-5; % max stopband ripple (filter response)
ap=1;as=0; % filter gain in passband and stopband
ncoeff=512; % filter spectrum visualization points
difflin=800; % percent LSB deviation from ideal conversion law
sconlaw=0; % show conversion function (1=yes, 0=no)
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vsi=0; % detailed input & output signal of each conver-
-ter (1=yes,0=no)
vfilt=0; % show filter spectrum (1=yes, 0=no)
gmax=10^-3; % gain and offset mismatch error max variation
omax=60; SNRt=[];SFDRt=[];dmt=[];imt=[]; deformpar=-30;
%%%%%%
%%% main simulation cycle
gain=(randint(1,ncon,(gmax*2*10^10))-(gmax*10^10))/(2*10^10);
off=randint(1,ncon,(2*omax))-omax;
seqt=round(rand(1,ncon)*dtmax-dtmax/2); % random time mismat-
-ches sequence
dt=sort(seqt); % sorting of time mismatches from lowest to -
-highest: main algorithm principle
%%% conversion law
% random interpolation points of the conversion law function
v1=[];v2=[];
v1i=linspace(-2*A,2*A,10);













fprintf(’\n\n group=%d, n ADCs = 12, deform step=%d ...\n’,-
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-vbk,vsim);
group=vbk; % number of groups



















title([’converter #’ num2str(ty) ’: step ’ num2-
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fprintf(’\n max|DNL|=%d; max|INL|=%d \n’,dmtemp,imtemp);
dmt=[dmt dmtemp];
imt=[imt imtemp];





if (x(i)+vw<=max(x) && x(i)+vw>=min(x)) x(i)-
-=x(i)+vw;end;




if (x(i)-vw>=min(x) && x(i)-vw<=max(x)) x(i)-
-=x(i)-vw;end;
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title([’converter #’ num2str(i) ’ step=’ num2str-










for j=1:N % time interleaving virtual demultiplexing
cu=seq(j);
ind(cu)=ind(cu)+1;
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if ((datafft2(k)>datafft2(k-3)+3) && (datafft2(k)>data-
-fft2(k+3)+3))
[i1,j1]=max(datafft2(k-3:k+3));
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if (g>=0 && g<=h) plot(h1(g),datafft2(g),’r*’);text(h1-
-(g),datafft2(g),[’+’ num2str(k)]);end;
g=round(h*2*k/ncon)-j+2;
if (g>=0 && g<=h) plot(h1(g),datafft2(g),’r*’);text(h1-
-(g),datafft2(g),[’-’ num2str(k)]);end;
end;
legend(’signal spectrum’,’signal’,’biggest spurious’,’offset -
-mismatches’,’gain & time mismatches’);
xlabel(’f/Fs(single ADC)’);ylabel(’spectrum magnitude (dB)’);
title([’unfiltered sampled signal analysis step=’ num2str-
-(vsim) ’ groups=’ num2str(vbk)]);
hold off;
fprintf(’\n Unfiltered signal:’);
fprintf(’\n signal tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs(single ADC))-
- \n with an intensity of %6f dB ’,h1(j),i);
fprintf(’\n biggest distortion tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs-
-(single ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB’,-
-h1(peak(j1)),i1);
fprintf(’\n SFDR rilevated : %6f dB’,SFDR);
fprintf(’\n SNR unfiltered: %6f dB’,SNR);
%%% digital filtering of converted signal to cut noise -
-and harmonics
%%% calculus of equiripple filter to cut spurious distor-
-tion harmonics
if (group>1)
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fcut=1/group; % filter cutoff frequency
fpf=fcut*(1-htb);
fsf=fcut*(1+htb);
[M,ff,m,w]= firpmord([fpf fsf],[ap as],[deltap delt-
-as],fs);
fprintf(’\n Filter order: %6d ’,M);
[b, delta]= firpm(M,ff,m,w);




title([’Filter Frequency Response Magnitude step=’ -
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if ((datafft2(k)>datafft2(k-3)+3) && (datafft2(k)>-
-datafft2(k+3)+3))
[i1,j1]=max(datafft2(k-3:k+3));

















if (g>=0 && g<=h) plot(h1(g),datafft2(g),’r*’);text-
(h1(g),datafft2(g),[’+’ num2str(k)]);end;
g=round(h*2*k/ncon)-j+2;




fset mismatches’,’gain & time mismatches’);
xlabel(’f/Fs(single ADC)’);
ylabel(’spectrum magnitude (dB)’);
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title([’unfiltered sampled signal analysis step=’ num2-
str(vsim) ’ groups=’ num2str(vbk)]);
hold off;
fprintf(’\n Filtered signal:’);
fprintf(’\n signal tone rilevated at %6f (f/Fs(single -
-ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB ’,h1(j),i);
fprintf(’\n biggest distortion tone rilevated at %6f -
-(f/Fs(single ADC)) \n with an intensity of %6f dB’,-
-h1(peak(j1)),i1);
fprintf(’\n SFDR rilevated : %6f dB’,SFDR);





fprintf(’\n\n calculation ended \n’);
end; end;
%%% main plot procedure
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fprintf(’\n\n Simulation ended. \n’);
%%% end
Appendix C
Improving the T&H stage
This section is going to make some consideration about the structure of a high speed, high resolution
T&H system. The desired target is to create an architecture compatible with a 100-200 MS/s ADC
with 16-18 bit of resolution. In order to do this, next sections are going to analyze and design each
part of the system from the technology used to the high level behavior of the system.
C.1 Choice of technology
Process parameters are continuously in evolution. They changed a lot during the past and the
will do the same in the future. Table C.1 gives an overview of 14 different processes, ranging from
3.0u down to 0.07u, of which only the last two (0.1u and 0.07u) are predictions (data from [13]-
[16]). The Supply Voltage Vdd, Oxide Thickness Tox, Threshold Voltage Vth and Matching
parameter AVth of these 14 processes are plotted on a log-log scale in fig. C.1. In [17] and [18]
it has been shown that in order to determining the low-end of the dynamic range, matching plays
the most important role, rather than noise. Matching is reported to scale with oxide thickness
AV th = γTox [16], [19], [20], which is visible in fig.C.1. As suggested by [79], the Dynamic Range
(DR) is defined as the ratio between Vsig and Vmismatch and V mismatch = nAV th/sqrtWL







with ηvol = V sig/V dd being the voltage efficiency. Fig. C.2(a) depicts the DR and the terms
it consists of, where
√
WL (height of lower shaded area) is adjusted such that a constant DR is
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Table C.1: Different processes comparison. (data from [13]- [16])
where Ttech = ²0²rToxγ2, a constant depending purely on technology. This capacitance is the gate
capacitance of the transistor with a matching requirement to support a certain Dynamic Range
(DR). Assuming a maximum signal frequency Fsig, the Slew-Rate current Isr to support a swing
of Vsig at frequency Fsig is:










As suggested by [79], expression C.1.5 consists of 4 separate terms. The first term is process
dependent only and is mainly dependent on oxide thickness. The second term is the product of
voltage efficiency ηvol and current efficiency ηcur and reflects circuit ’smartness’. The third term
is the result of yield requirements and the last term depicts the system needs. These components
are also visible in fig. C.2(b). If constant circuit smartness, yield and system requirements are
assumed, power scales down with oxide thickness. As a test to the above derivation of circuit
performance versus technology, data was gathered from 15 different 6-bit ADCs [21]- [35]. A figure
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Figure C.1: Different processes comparison graphs. (data from [13]- [16])
and is plotted against technology Lmin in fig.C.3. Assuming the majority of the layout scales with
Lmin2 (i.e. source and drain diffusion area’s, contacts and wiring) and C.1.5 predicting the power
P to scale with Lmin, Fmerit is expected to scale with 1/Lmin3, as is shown clearly in fig.C.3.
As suggested by [79], from this point of view the future of analog design in deep submicron does
not seem so dark. The crux of the above assumption obviously lies in maintaining a constant
product (ηcurηvol). Various techniques have been published to overcome this problem. The state
of the art of those ones is described in [36] and [37]. Even if those techniques are good in solving
low-voltage problems, they are only mitigating and not solving those issues. In high resolution
A/D conversion systems some of those problems the more the technology is scaled the more these
become unsolvable. The top 3 critical issues related to voltage scaling are now listed:
(1st): the gate overdrive voltage of CMOS sampling/floating switches is becoming too small to
achieve fast settling, and it could reach the point where the floating switch would fail to turn on
as the supply voltage becomes less than the sum of the NMOS and PMOS threshold voltages.
(2nd ): high gain opamps, one of the most important building blocks in SC circuits, are very difficult
to design at ultra-low-voltage supplies because most commonly used gain boosting techniques are
no longer feasible.
(3rd ): it is more difficult to achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to reduced signal range
and increased noise coupling in high density mixed-signal integrated circuits (ICs).
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Figure C.2: (a)Dynamic Range (DR) versus Lmin derived from Vdd and process
parameters.(b)Power versus Lmin derived from process parameters, yield, system
level parameters and circuit level parameters. (picture from [79])
Thus, in order to achieve high performance, a scaled technology is used, but one in which high
scaling effect like gate current, low off state channel resistance or reduced Vdd are lightly present.
Based on the preceding assumptions a 0.18u CMOS technology is used.
Is it better to use a 3.3V-0.18u CMOS technology or a 1.8V 0.18u one ?
The maximum drain current flowing through these devices in saturation for a given area occupation
(Vgs = 3.3V or 1.8V and (W=L=1u)), both technologies shows almost identical performance. This
means that for our project specifications, it’ s preferable to use a 3.3V technology, in order to allow
greater input signal and so reach easily the desired resolution.
C.2 Input stages
This subsection is going to analyze and design an input stage suitable for the desired target. The
generalized diagram of a passive sampling input stage is shown in picture of fig. C.4. It is composed
by a voltage storage system (capacitor) and a switch able to repeatedly connect and disconnect the
last one from the input signal. This switch is represented with a varying resistor controlled by a
sampling signal. Theoretically, to avoid any form of input signal distortion, the holding capacitor
should be infinite (to suppress thermal noise) and should show a constant frequency behavior
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Figure C.3: Figure-of-Merit (Fmerit) of 14 different 6-bit ADC designs versus Lmin.
(picture from [79])
Figure C.4: General passive sampling network architecture.
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while the input switch should have infinite resistance when open and zero resistance when closed.
Furthermore the transition between these two states must take 0 seconds (to avoid Jitter noise). In
real implementations no one of these assumptions is true. In real implementations of such circuits
a finite value for both the capacitor and the resistor is needed. Usually, the value of the capacitor
is fixed by thermal noise (its power infact is equal to KT/Chold) requirements while the value of
the switch resistance can be modeled by the IC designer. If we consider this value in track mode
finite but constant, the sampling circuit is described by the differential equation:





τ = RC (C.2.8)
The complete solution of equation C.2.7 given a sinusoidal input of the form:
Vinput(t) = A · cos(wt) (C.2.9)
after some calculations is:






φ = arctg(wτ) (C.2.11)
As simple as this system is, with perfectly finite but linear elements, it is still nonlinear. To
linearize the circuit, τ must be minimized sufficiently to incrementally meet the desired linearity.
Consider the exponential term in equation C.2.10. Assume that the sampling time duration equals
kτ , with k measuring the number of time constants required to attenuate the exponential term by
the amount SFDR (decibels) below the maximum of the acquired signal at this frequency. Since




ln(10) + ln(2) (C.2.12)
Each 6dB change in SFDR thus requires 0.7 more time constants. For example, SFDR=90 dB
requires k > 11 but SFDR=105 requires k > 12.8. From this perspective, maximizing the sampling
bandwidth is crucial.
If we replace the ideal capacitor with a real one, other sources of distortion are added to this
circuit. A generalized circuit network to model a real RF-MIM capacitor is shown in picture of fig.
C.5. In the preceding model, C is the ideal capacitor while all the others are parasitic elements.
C1,C2 models bulk parasitic coupling, R the wire resistance while L the inductance associate with
it. Considering all these effects, the overall capacitance Ceq seen between terminal 1-2 shows a
value that changes with the frequency. Solving infact the network we obtain a value for Ceq that
is:
Ceq =
S3RLCC1C2 + S2LCC1 + sRC(C1 + C2) + C
S3RLC2(C + C1) + S2L(C + C1) + sR(C + C1 + C2) + 1
(C.2.13)
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Figure C.5: General real RF-MIM capacitor model.
From the equation can be noted that for:
lims→0Ceq=C (C.2.14)
lims→∞Ceq = C//C1 (C.2.15)
In picture of fig. C.2.9, the frequency behavior of a real RF-MIM capacitor of 4pF is shown.
Looking at the graph can be noted that the relative variation in value of the capacitor between 0
and 100MHz is approximately 159E-6. In picture of fig. C.2.10 an FFT simulation is shown for
an input signal of approximately 97MHz. From the picture it is possible to recognize 2nd and 3rd
distortion harmonics caused by the capacitor non-ideal behavior. These non-idealities anyway are
negligible compared to 18-bit linearity required by project specifications. Step by step the model
of the system is getting more and more close to the real implementation of such device. A this stage
replacing the ideal switch with a MOSFET, other distortion sources are added to the system. Of all
these non-idealities, the main important ones have been explained before. Current solutions based
on constant gate-source voltage bootstrapping, bottom-plate sampling or bulk-voltage controlling
for body-effect compensation are all quite suitable to achieve desired performance. Supposing that
all these techniques worked almost perfectly, at the same time like in the circuit of fig.C.8, we would
obtain performance as in fig.C.9. Picture of fig.C.9 shows an harmonic distortion in differential
configuration (no second harmonic) of 110.2dB that correspond to approximately 18 effective bit
of linearity.
Are all these techniques necessary in order to achieve this linearity?
Only by introducing the body-effect like in circuit of fig.C.10, the achieved linearity falls down
to 96.9dB as shown in C.11, allowing only 15.8 effective bit of linearity. This means that those
techniques are all essential to achieve the desired resolution at the given frequency.
The last ideal assumption in previous circuits is related to transition time between the sampling
and the holding time. Cause of finite rise and fall time of clock signals, the transistor may not
sample the signal every Ts seconds and this effect can cause distortion harmonics in the output
spectrum of the sampled signal. The following picture explains how the sample time may be
dependent on the input signal. If the clock signal is directly applied at the gate of the switching
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Figure C.6: Frequency behavior of the value of a real RF-MIM capacitor model.
device, the Vgs voltage of it depends on the input signal, and so the sampling time is input-
dependent. The bootstrap technique helps in preventing this kind of effect. For the jitter not to







Consequently, from the required SNR of 110 dB with a sampling frequency Fs of 100MS/s, σj <
5.035E − 15s ≈ 5fs which is considerably stringent even using bootstrapping techniques.
C.3 Input signal acquisition: single Vs differen-
tial
In this subsection the best way to acquire the input signal from an external signal source is going
to be identifyed. During past decades, two main ways have been proposed in order to do that:
single ended acquisition and differential acquisition.
In a single-ended configuration all signals are referenced to a common ground. Figure C.13
shows a simplified example of a track-and-hold (T/H) input of a single-ended ADC. The differential
architecture is shown in fig. C.14. In this architecture all signals are not referenced to a common
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Figure C.7: FFT harmonics generated by a real RF-MIM capacitor model.
Figure C.8: Schematic circuit to test performance of an ideal bootstrap and body
effect compensation tech-nique (the bottom-plate sampling circuit is not shown here
because we are testing now tracking linearity).
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Figure C.9: FFT linearity simulation of circuit of fig.C.8.
Figure C.10: Schematic circuit to test performance of an ideal bootstrap without
the body effect compensation technique (the bottom-plate sampling circuit is not
shown here for the same reason as in fig. C.8).
ground; but each signal is split into 2 symmetric signals. The symmetry axis is a fixed voltage
(i.e. the ground voltage) and the difference of this two signals gives the original signal. This way
no information is lost and the common mode input signal now is fixed and it’s not varying like
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Figure C.11: FFT linearity simulation of circuit of fig.C.10.
Figure C.12: Input signal induced Jitter noise. (picture from [75])
in the single-ended configuration. Next paragraph is going to analyze input stage signal to noise
ratio performance in relation to different architectures in order to understand which one is more
suitable for our project specifications.
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Figure C.13: Single ended T&H stage configuration.
Figure C.14: Differential T&H stage configuration.
In single-ended architectures, given a signal of the form:
Ssingle = Vpcos(wt) (C.3.17)





where k is the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature. The signal to thermal noise










In a differential configuration, if the voltage swing is kept constant on each input branch and equal
in magnitude to the one allowed in the single-ended architecture as in eq. C.3.17, the effective
input signal over the whole branches is:
Sdiff = 2Vpcos(wt) (C.3.20)
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that is exactly the double of the single-ended case. The thermal noise power Ndiff integrated on





that is exactly the double of the single-ended case cause now we have 2 independent branches with










= 2 · SNRsingle (C.3.22)
As can be noted from the previous equation, the SNR of a differential configuration improves by
3dB compared to the one of a single ended one. Another advantage is that with a differential
configuration also the linearity is improved cause the input common mode is fixed (this helps
sampling devices) and all even distortion harmonics are avoided. In order to have a SNR compatible














the maximum current in each branch required to charge and discharge this capacitor at a frequency








From previous equations can be inferred that Csample and Imax are exponentially proportional










Using a 3.3V technology, as suggested by previous subsection, and allowing Vp to be as high as
1.4 V (almost rail to rail operation) the minimum value for Csample and Imax are:
Csample ≈ 871pF (C.3.28)
Imax ≈ 766mA (C.3.29)
These value of capacitance and current are very high and could be a problem to design an IC with
required resolution able to drive such load. Next subsection is going to develop an architecture
able to trade this requirements with area occupation through the use of parallel architectures.
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C.4 Architectural topology
Is it possible to trade requirements of equations C.3.28 and C.3.29 with speed or area occupation
through the use of parallelized structures ? Lots of parallelized architectures have been analyzed
in order to achieve design performance gains. The simplest and more generic one is going to
be studied. It is applicable to any type of passive elements sampling input stage converters. A
generalized model is shown in picture of fig.C.15; this model consider both time (interleaving) and
space (repetition of the same structure many times) parallelization.
Figure C.15: Generalized parallel architecture with passive input sampling stages.
The generalized model works as follow: the input signal is sampled with a frequency fmax by
n identical blocks. From one block to another the sampling instant is delayed by Ts/n where Ts is
the sampling period. This cause the overall system to sample the input signal with a frequency n-
times higher. Each block is composed by p identical passive input stages sampling the input signal
at the same time. After being sampled, the signal is decimated and filtered by a low-pass filter in
order to trade oversampling with resolution. This structure is going to be analyzed quantitatively
in order to see if it is possible to obtain some benefits through parallelization.
In the overall following presentation we are implicitly referring to a differential architecture for
benefits just raised. For simplicity all values of voltages and capacitances are referred to one of the
two single branches of a differential configuration. If C1=C2=...=Cp=C, the signal to noise ratio





Sampled data on each branch are going to be combined in order to achieve a higher resolution
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averaging thermal noise. The overall block1 signal to noise ratio SNR2 is:




The signal to noise ratio SNRout after the low-pass decimator filter is:




It’s important to note that, each doubling of p or n increases SNR by 3 db and so it brings 0.5
extra bit of resolution. The total capacitive input load seen at the input every sampling instant is





that is exactly the same as eq. C.4.31, so from this point of view there are no particular advantages
in parallelizing ’in space’ sampling input branches inside each block. However there is an advantage
in parallelizing ’in time’ each sampling block by oversampling. This advantage brings a reduction
by a factor n on the total input capacitive load for a fixed value of SNR. However, employing all
the total on-chip capacitive load (equal to pnC) in only one S/H, the total SNR would be equal to
the one of eq. C.4.32. From this point of view, no gain is obtained. However, if every block was
able to sample the input signal with a frequency higher than clock’s one, even the on chip total
input capacitance would be reduced by a factor n. Picture C.16 shows this modified architecture.
A practical implementation of conceptual diagrams shown before is the one of fig. C.17: This
Figure C.16: Parallel architecture with passive input sampling stages and oversam-
pling without interleaving.
architecture trades both sampling speed and area occupation with resolution. The signal here is
sampled by k identical blocks. The introduction of oversampling is due to the A/D conversion
time requirements in converting the sampled data. Each block samples and converts the input
signal with a frequency that is n/k*ck. The digital output signal of each block is than filtered and
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Figure C.17: Proposed architecture with passive input sampling stages.
decimated with a digital filter. Each block is composed by p identical sampling branches. Basing
on fig. C.17, the capacitive input load Cinput is given by:
Cinput = pC (C.4.34)
According with the previous analysis, Csample, the equivalent input capacitance of a system without
any sort of parallelization (i.e. oversampling and passive input branch stage) is given by :
Csample = nCinput = npC (C.4.35)
solving for C:
C = Csample/np (C.4.36)





Considering that basing on the previous analysis there’s no gain in parallelizing input branches
inside each block, are they essential in the architecture of fig. C.17 ? The gain arises from real
devices limitations. To understand this, non-idealities of techniques used to obtain high linearity
from passive input branches are going to be greatly increased. In addition to that, parasitic
capacitive coupling have been added to the circuit. The resulting sampling input branch network
is shown in fig. C.18. As it is possible to see from the previous picture, the gate-source bootstrap
voltage technique is absolutely not present, furthermore, additional 2 parasitic capacitors Cj and
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Figure C.18: Input sampling branch (unreal worst case).
Cp are present. Solving the network of fig. C.18 using Volterra series analysis in order to obtain














where Vpcos(wt) is the input signal amplitude, VG is the voltage applied to the gate of the input
transistor, Tf the clock falling time and k1 contains MOS parameters: K1 = µnCoxW/L. Consid-
ering the falling time to be very little, Cp and Cj ¿ Cs and VG approximately equal to Vgs, HD3
can be approximated as:
HD3 =
V 2p wCs
4(Vgs− V t)3k1 (C.4.39)
The denominator of eq. C.4.39 for technological reasons can’t be more than a certain constant A.
In addition to that Vp can’t be smaller than another constant B for current and area requirements.




Eq. C.4.37 relates C value with resolution requirements. Thinking on fig. C.18 like a branch of a





from the previous equation can be noted that the designer can reach the desired value of distortion
for a fixed input signal level, oversampling ratio, and resolution, simply increasing p. In relation the
desired target, equation C.4.41 expresses the concept that, even if techniques to increase sampling
switch linearity sometimes are not effective in reaching our desired target, putting together many
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sampling systems of that kind in parallel can improve those techniques and so the achieved linearity.
As shown in figure C.9, if sampling switch linearization techniques are used, it is possible to
achieve 110 dB of linearity with a capacitance of 4pF. The architecture shown in figure C.17 solves
problems related to sampling speed and thermal noise reduction trading these performances with
area occupation. This can allow us to achieve the desired speed and resolution performances.
Simulation of figure C.9 assumes that all these linearisation techniques are ideal. Simulations
of the non-ideal behaviour of these have been performed using the circuit of figure C.19. This
Figure C.19: Non-ideal behavior of sampling device linearisation techniques simula-
tion circuit.
circuit simulates gate voltage bootstrap and body effect compensation techniques non-idealities
expressed in an oscillation from the ideal value of 50mV. Taking advantage of previous derivations,
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these problems can be solved reducing device and capacitance size allowing third order distortion
harmonic to be approximately -120dB. Picture of figure C.20 shows the simulation output. Another
advantage of this shrinking is that the more sampling MOS is little, the more its linearisation
techniques are close to the ideal case. MOS capacitance variations infact and its parasitic couplings
are reduced and so they influence less linearising circuits.
Figure C.20: FFT analysis of fig. 15 circuit output.
